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ZUSSAMMENFASSUNG
Die beinahe epidemische Ausbreitung von Herz-Kreislauf-Erkrankungen in der
westlichen Welt gefährdet die Volksgesundheit und erfordert, zusammen mit der
kontinuierlich steigenden Lebenserwartung, neue Behandlungs- und Diagnosemethoden.
Wissenschaftler unterschiedlicher Forschungsrichtungen arbeiten zusammen, um den Einfluss
biochemischer und mechanischer Parameter auf komplexe biologische Systeme – wie zum
Beispiel die Aorta und die Herzkranzgefässe – zu beurteilen. Miteinander in Zusammenhang
stehende Forschung erfolgt parallel auf dem Gebiet der medizinischen Bildgebung und der
rechnergestützten Blutflussberechnung. Die hier vorliegende Dissertation behandelt die
Hauptprobleme, welche im Zusammenhang mit auf spezifische Patienten geschneiderten
Simulationen des Blutflusses in Aneurysmen und Herzkranzgefässen stehen. Um die
Anatomie der untersuchten Strukturen möglichst genau abzubilden, wurde auf die neuesten
Methoden der medizinischen Bildgebung zugegriffen. Diese Genauigkeit hat ihre Kosten,
unter welche unter anderem physiologische und pathologische Randbedingungen, das
Einbeziehen der Bewegung und der Deformation der zu berechnenden Domäne, die
Benützung von fortgeschrittenen Gitterherstellungsmethoden und experimentelle Bestätigung
der Berechnungen fallen.
Es wurde eine Methode für das Abbilden von analytisch oder experimentell
bestimmten Geschwindigkeitsprofilen auf realistische Schnittebenen der zu berechnenden
Domäne basierend auf der Schwarz Christoffel Transformation entwickelt. Solche
Interpolationsmethoden werden gebraucht, da die experimentellen und auf dem Computer zu
simulierenden Domänen nie ganz genau ausgerichtet sind. Zudem ist es selten möglich, das
Geschwindigkeitsprofil am Rand der Domäne mit bildgebenden Verfahren exakt zu
bestimmen, so dass aus den integrierten Werten analytisch ein Profil berechnet werden muss.
Die hier vorgestellte Methode erlaubt dann die Transformation von analytisch berechenbaren
Geschwindigkeitsfeldern aus einer Domäne in eine weitere, in welcher solche Berechnungen
nicht möglich sind.
Es wurde zudem aufgezeigt, dass die pulsierende Bewegung des Blutes in grossen
Teilgebieten der Herzkranzgefässe berechnet werden kann. Nachdem die Anatomie der ersten
Zweige der linken vorderen absteigenden Kranzarterie mittels Computertomographie (CT)
erfasst wurde, konnten wir die ungleichmässige Verteilung der Schubspannungen an der
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Arterienwand sowie das Geschwindigkeits- und Druckfeld berechnen. In Gebieten mit
gestörtem Fluss und hohem Wirbelanteil konnte eine starke örtliche und zeitliche Variation
der Schubspannungsverteilung auf der Arterienwand festgestellt werden. Es wird
angenommen, dass solche Zustände das Entstehen von Arteriosklerose fördern, welche
wiederum Erkrankungen der Herzkranzgefässe zugrunde liegen.
Eine der Eigenschaften der Herzkranzgefässe ist deren starke Bewegung und
Deformation, die durch die Pumpbewegung des Herzens entsteht. Es wurde gezeigt, dass
weder die Bewegung der Arterien noch deren kapazitative Erweiterung einen signifikanten
Einfluss auf die Wandschubspannung und deren zeitliche Ableitung hat. Bei physiologischer,
pulsierender

Bluteinfluss-Randbedingung

bewirken

kapazitative

Effekte

eine

Phasenverschiebung zwischen Geschwindigkeit und Schubspannung, beeinflussen aber die
örtliche Verteilung der Minima nicht. Das Miteinbeziehen der Deformation der
Herzkranzgefässe und somit derer kapazitativen Effekte wurde erst durch modernste
Mehrschicht-CT-Technik ermöglicht und stellt in dieser Form die erste solche Untersuchung
überhaupt dar.
Der Validierung der Computersimulationen wurde ein hoher Stellenwert gegeben,
indem in einem exakten Modell eines Aneurysmas der Bauchaorta experimentell die
stationären Flussbedingungen erforscht wurden. Die Daten für das durchsichtige Modell
wurden mittels CT gewonnen und durch Rapid Protoyping in dieses Modell aus Silikon
umgewandelt. Die Geschwindigkeitsmessungen wurden mittels dreidimensionaler Particle
Tracking Velocimetry durchgeführt. Es wurde gleichzeitig eine Methode für die Generierung
eines hybriden Gitters für solch komplizierte Flüsse entwickelt. Somit wurde es möglich, das
Experiment in der Simulation mit hoher Genauigkeit nachzuvollziehen und zu zeigen, dass
Computersimulationen für die Berechnung von Blutströmungen im menschlichen Körper auf
der Ebene der Arterien geeignet sind.
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SUMMARY
The nearly epidemic expansion of cardiovascular diseases in westernized societies
along with the continuous increase of life expectancy rates pose a serious threat to public
health and generate the need for novel and more efficient methods of treatment and diagnosis.
Several disciplines have joined forces in order to assess the influence of both bio-chemical
and mechanical parameters upon complex biomechanical systems, such as the aorta and the
coronaries. Related research evolves in parallel within the fields of medical imaging and
computational hemodynamics. The presented research results focused on major issues that are
encountered in patient specific computational hemodynamics studies in the coronary arteries
and in cases of abdominal aortic aneurysms. Extensive use of modern medical imaging
technologies was made throughout this work to ensure the anatomical accuracy of these
investigations. The utilization of anatomically accurate computational domains comes at a
cost, including the need for appropriate physiological or pathological boundary conditions,
the incorporation of moving and deforming computational domains, the need for advanced
grid generation strategies and finally the need for experimental cross-validation of the
generated computational results.
A method for mapping analytical or experimentally determined velocity profiles on
realistic boundary cross-sections was formulated on the properties of the Schwarz Christoffel
transformation. The need for the development of such interpolation methods arises from the
fact that the computational and experimental domains are seldom aligned. In the absence of
detailed velocity information the remaining alternative is the adaptation of analytical and
usually axis-symmetric velocity profiles based solely on integrated volumetric flux
information. The proposed technique permitted the transfer of velocity information between
domains of identical topology but of different shape. We were able to circumvent
interpolation problems arising from the shape variance of the source and target boundary
domains by utilizing the conformal transformation to map one domain onto the other in its
entirety.
The feasibility of simulating pulsatile blood flow within large sections of the coronary
vasculature was also shown. By utilizing CT to acquire the anatomy of the first few branches
of the left anterior descending coronary artery, we managed to reproduce the irregular
distributions of wall shear stress, velocity and pressure that are typical of such irregular
XI

continuously branching geometries. Conditions of disturbed and highly vortical flow
correlated well with sites of increased wall shear stress temporal and spatial variations. These
conditions are widely believed to favor the development of atherosclerosis, which precedes
coronary artery disease. From a clinical perspective, the quantification of the blood flux
distribution within the various sections of the coronary vasculature is of paramount
importance.
One of the distinguishing features of the coronary arteries is that they undergo
movement and deformation during the cardiac cycle due to their attachment to the moving
myocardium. It was shown that the inclusion of both coronary motion and capacitance did
little to change the overall bounds of the wall shear stress distribution and its temporal
gradient. Under physiological pulsatile inflow conditions, the inclusion of capacitance causes
a phase change to the wall shear stress time history without affecting the localization of its
minima. In a utilized branchless model of a right coronary artery, these effects intensified in
the distal portion partially amplified by the absence of outflow into the myocardium. Finally,
this was the first known application of multi-slice CT imaging in the acquisition of coronary
compliance data at several time instances within the cardiac cycle. Modern cardiac CT
technology may prove sufficient for the determination of anatomy, motion and compliance
information.
The question of validation was emphatically addressed by a combined computational
and experimental steady flow investigation within an anatomically accurate model of an
abdominal aortic aneurysm. Modern CT and rapid prototyping technologies were successfully
combined to construct a silicone replica of patient specific anatomy suitable for experimental
flow investigations. Velocity vector measurements were acquired by particle tracking
velocimetry, an inherently three dimensional technique, under averaged physiological resting
boundary conditions. A hybrid unstructured grid generation strategy, specifically suited to
such irregular geometries, was developed in parallel and allowed the generation of highly
accurate and grid independent computational fluid dynamics simulations in the same
geometrical model and under identical boundary conditions. The results confirmed the
agreement between the numerical and experimental simulations by successfully quantifying
the large recirculation zones that characterize aneurismal flow, indicating the suitability of
both approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND DISEASES
The term “Cardiovascular System” refers to the elaborate network of blood vessels,
arteries and veins, as well as to the heart. The function of this system is to circulate blood,
propelled by the pumping action of the heart, and thus supply the body with oxygen and
nutrients and at the same time remove the waste products of metabolism. It consists of two
sub-networks that are connected in series, the systemic and the pulmonary circulation. The
left ventricle of the heart pumps freshly oxygenated blood, through the arterial blood vessels
of the systemic circulation, to all parts of the body except from the lungs. The blood is
returned to the right atrium of the heart via the systemic veins. Subsequently, it is pumped by
the right heart ventricle into the lungs, entering the pulmonary circulation. Oxygenated blood
is then retuned via the pulmonary veins to the left atrium of the heart and the circuit closes.
A well functioning circulatory system is of outmost importance to any living organism.
At the same time, the task that this system has to accomplish is enormous. The human heart
beats about 3 million times in one year being the most efficient and durable pump known to
man. Furthermore, when stretched end to end the vessels of the circulatory system measure a
total length of about 100,000 km. It is estimated that with each heartbeat the oxygen and
nutrients that are transported in the bloodstream nourish 300 trillion cells [1]. The nature of
the cardiovascular system is biomechanical. Its operation is driven both by the mechanical
interaction of pulsatile blood flow with the vascular wall and by biochemical reactions that
take place on the cellular level. Nevertheless, many things can go wrong that are related either
with the functioning of the heart itself or with the arteries and the veins, thus resulting to the
development of “Cardiovascular Diseases”. In the following, the focus shall be limited to the
systemic part of the circulation and specifically to the aorta and the coronary arteries.
1.1.1

Atherosclerosis

One of the most common conditions that affect the cardiovascular system is the
development of arteriosclerosis. In the medium and large arteries in particular, fatty material
begins to build up on the inside of the vessel walls from a very early age. As people grow
older, the arteries begin to thicken and harden. Although fats are essential to the proper
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functioning of many body organs, the deposition rate distinguishes health from disease. An
increased rate may result to the development of “atherosclerosis”, which is a common type of
arteriosclerosis characterized by deposits of hard plaque or atheromas within the arterial wall.
The atheroma is effectively an amalgam of fatty substances, cholesterol, cellular wastes,
calcium and blood clotting material.
In general, the arterial wall consists of three main concentric layers, the intima, the
media and the adventitia. Intima is the innermost layer and is separated from the blood lumen
by a single layer of specialized cells, the endothelium that rests on a thin basal membrane.
Beneath, lays the subendothelium space, which consists of proteoglycan and collagen. The
intermediate layer, the media, consists of a complex network of Smooth Muscle Cells (SMC),
elastin and collagen fibrils. The media is separated from the intima and the adventitia by the
internal elastic lamina and the external elastic lamina respectively. The adventitia is the
outermost layer and is made up of fibroblasts and fibrocytes, histological ground substance,
thick bundles of collagen fibrils and nutrient vessels.
Atherosclerosis is a chronic, progressive and multifocal disease of the arterial wall
intima. Three cellular components of the circulation, monocytes, platelets and T-lymphocytes,
together with two cell types of the arterial wall, endothelial cells (EC) and SMC, interact in
multiple ways in concert with Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) in generating the
atherosclerotic lesions. The prevailing theories of atherogenesis are based on the dysfunction
of the endothelial cells. The events of atherosclerosis have been greatly clarified by studies in
genetically modified animal models, including rabbits, mice and non-human primates [2, 3].
A brief review of these events is given below.
High fat, high cholesterol nutrition seems to contribute to the accumulation of
lipoprotein aggregates at sites of predilection along the arterial tree. An important step in this
process is the oxidation of LDL within the intima. The local presence of significant amounts
of modified LDL causes in turn the recruitment of monocytes and T-lymphocytes from the
peripheral blood to the intima, as shown in Figure 1.1. The accumulation of LDL is
interpreted as a danger and thus the vessel wall initiates the body’s defense system. The
monocytes proliferate into the intima and differentiate to macrophages to take up the
lipoproteins and form foam cells. This is in fact the normal, phagocytic role of a macrophage.
However, at some point the foam cells become overwhelmed and break down. Their death
results to an increasing amount of extracellurar lipid, other cell debris and the development of
fatty streaks, which are the earliest form of an atherosclerotic lesion. A detailed review of
these early stages of the process of atherogenesis can be found in [4].
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The formation of fatty streaks appears to be the turning point in the disease. If the
offending agent 2 , the increased concentration of LDL in this case, persists then the
inflammatory response will also continue. Some fatty streaks will then attract SMC that
migrate from the media. T-lymphocytes and macrophages express cytokines and growth
factors that influence inflammation and trigger SMC migration and proliferation. Further
interaction causes the secretion of fibrous elements by the SMC, resulting into the
development of occlusive fibrous plaques. The lesions grow towards the adventitia until a
critical point. Afterwards, they expand outwards and encroach on the lumen, bounded by a
fibrous cap. The lesions continue to grow by the proliferation of SMC and macrophages and
the accumulation of necrotic cell debris, extracellular lipid and of potentially massive amounts
of new connective tissue.

Figure 1.1. Diagram of early cellular interactions in atherosclerosis [5].

In the late stages of the disease, plaque usually protrudes eccentrically into the lumen
producing a stenosis that might cause severe local obstruction to blood flow. The vulnerability
of the plaque is critical too, since rupture may produce fragments that will occlude smaller
arteries and capillaries farther downstream. The stability of atherosclerotic plaques is also
influenced by calcification of the necrotic lesion core and neovascularization, i.e. the growth
of small vessels from the media. Destabilization causes infection, disrupts the endothelium

2

Endothelial cell injury is another example of an offending agent.
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and promotes thrombosis. The thrombogenicity of the lesion core depends on the presence of
tissue factor. Oxidized LDL enhances its production by EC and macrophages.
There is sufficient evidence to support the central role of the endothelium in the
initiation and progression of atherosclerosis [2]. EC assume critical tasks that evolve around
the formation of a permeability barrier through which there is exchange and active transport
of substances into the arterial wall. There are many indications from in-vivo and in-vitro
experiments that the permeability of this endothelial barrier is influenced in part by the
mechanical forces caused by blood flow. Wall shear stress is known to affect EC morphology
[3]. In regions of uniform and laminar blood flow, the endothelial cells are ellipsoid in shape
and align with the main flow direction. In regions of disturbed flow, typically near branches
and along curved sections, they have polygonal shapes and no particular orientation. These
latter areas show increased permeability in macromolecules like LDL and are preferential
sites for lesion formation attributing a focal character to atherosclerosis.
It is clear that atherosclerosis is not a degenerative cause of ageing, but rather a
chronic inflammatory condition that can be converted into an acute clinical event by plaque
rupture and thrombosis. In westernized societies, it is the underlying cause of about 50% of
all deaths [3]. In particular, coronary artery disease and atherosclerotic aortic aneurysms are
two widely spread forms of the disease.
1.1.2

Aortic Aneurysms

The aorta is the largest artery in the human body and thus the main trunk of the series
of vessels that compose the systemic parts of the circulation, shown in Figure 1.2. It stems
from the left heart ventricle with a diameter of about 3 cm and after ascending for a short
distance arches backward and to the left side. It then descends within the thorax and passes
into the abdominal cavity through the diaphragm. It ends by dividing into the right and left
common iliac arteries with a considerably smaller diameter of about 1.75 cm. The aorta is an
elastic artery and as such is quite distensible, especially its ascending part. It progressively
hardens towards the abdominal part. When the left ventricle contracts during systole to eject
blood into the aorta, it expands. This stretching gives additional potential energy that helps
maintain blood pressure and aids in propelling the blood during the heart diastole when the
aorta contracts passively.
Aortic aneurysms are a common pathology of the aorta, which may be distinguished
as characteristic balloon shaped dilations or bulges in the aortic walls. Aneurysms are either
round “saccular” or tube-like “fusiform” swellings. The causes of aneurysm formation are
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greatly disputed. However, it is generally believed that they primarily result secondary to
atherosclerosis because of atrophy or necrosis of the media. A complex interplay among biochemical reactions on the cellular level and mechanical fluid solid interactions on the
macroscopic level formulates the current working hypothesis. It is known that about  of all
atherosclerotic aneurysms are confined to the abdominal aorta, shown in Figure 1.2, between
the renal arteries and the iliac bifurcation. The Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA) is usually
defined as an enlargement in diameter greater than 29 mm. Based on this criterion 9% of all
people above the age of 65 will suffer from this disease. AAAs are usually fusiform and may
contain laminated thrombotic material. The circumferential tension within the wall increases
under the cyclic loading caused by blood pressure as the aorta widens. Aneurysm rupture
disrupts the blood supply through the largest artery of the systemic circulation with disastrous
effects. Aneurysms can also develop in the thoracic aorta with most common sites the arch
and the descending aorta.
In clinical practice, a threshold value of 5 to 6 cm for the maximum transversal AAA
diameter is used nowadays to recommend either a surgical or an interventional procedure in
order to prevent rupture. The surgical repair involves opening up of the dilated portion of the
aorta and inserting a synthetic graft. Subsequently, the graft is sewn into the proximal and
distal healthy portions of the aorta and the aneurismal sac is closed around the artificial tube.
Alternatively, the interventional procedure involves the introduction of an endovascular stent
graft within the diseased portion of the aorta. It must be anchored upon the aortic wall
proximally and distally to the dilated section. Abdominal stent grafts usually consist of two
parts and have two legs that extend past the iliac bifurcation. The role of the graft is to relieve
the diseased wall from the hydrodynamic loading that is caused by blood flow and pressure
and at the same time to restore the blood lumen to its physiological proportions. Mechanical
parameters, such as blood pressure, wall shear stress, the localization of nearly stagnant flow
regions that favor thrombosis, stress and strain distributions within the aneurismal wall, seem
to greatly affect the progress of this disease.
1.1.3

Coronary Artery Disease

The coronary arteries are the first branches of the aorta that surround the heart surface
and supply the myocardium with oxygenated blood, shown in Figure 1.2. They have a
distinctive tree like morphology that begins with two main branches, the Left Coronary Artery
(LCA) and the Right Coronary Artery (RCA) with typical diameters at about 3 mm. They are
the only branches of the ascending aorta arising near its commencement right after the
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attached margins of the semilunar valves. Subsequently, they continuously bifurcate to form
about eleven successive generations till the smallest arterioles level is reached with diameters
of 9 m [6]. One of the distinguishing features of the coronary arteries is that they undergo
movement and deformations during the cardiac cycle due to their attachment to the moving
heart.

Figure 1.2. The aorta and its main branches [7].

Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) belongs to the wider category of ischemic heart
disease. The term ischemia characterizes the condition when the heart is receiving less blood
than it needs to sustain its pumping function. Radiological exhibits or indications of this
disease are the appearance of stenoses of the blood lumen as well as the distribution of
calcified plaque lesions on the inner arterial wall. Stenoses may develop on both the RCA and
the LCA. The concurrent occurrence of multiple stenosed sections within the coronary tree is
quite often. Atherosclerosis is the underlying cause for the generation and growth of plaque,
which can either expand to fully occlude the vessel or rupture and block the arteries at a
farther distal location. In both cases, the result is a myocardial infarction, commonly known
as a heart attack. The blood supply stops to the heart muscle that is located downstream the
occluded vessel causing its death. Currently, this is the leading cause of death for both men
and women all over the world.
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Medical therapy is the first step for the treatment of this disease. However, progressed
or severe CAD requires revascularization, which can be achieved by surgery or intervention.
Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) surgery represents the gold standard treatment of
severe CAD especially when it is located in more than one sites within the coronary tree. A
single or multiple graft vessels are utilized to bypass the occluded or severely stenosed crosssections of the coronary arteries and restore physiological blood flow. The grafts may be
artificial conduits or harvested directly from the patient with most common examples the left
internal mammary artery and the saphenous vein. In less severe cases, interventional
procedures like balloon angioplasty with or without the deployment of an intravascular stent
are preferable. Angioplasty aims at reopening or widening the blood lumen by inflating a
balloon with carefully controlled pressure against the walls of the diseased artery. Stents are
tubular structures supported by a surface spring mesh, which can be expanded into the artery
during angioplasty. These devices act as scaffolding to keep the artery widely dilated and
reduce restenosis. The most important mechanical parameter in this case is the distribution of
blood pressure and flux through the various branches of the vascular tree in order to assess the
perfusion of the myocardium. The determination of the actual coronary perfusion is important
both pre and post operatively. A decrease in the luminal diameter does not necessarily
correspond to an analogous reduction of flow and therefore the criticality of each stenosis
varies. Similar questions arise for the postoperative case. It is important to be able to quantify
the incurred changes in blood distribution and pressure by the topological changes involved
by CABG surgery. The calculation of wall shear stress due to its connection to atherosclerosis
might also indicate the likelihood of CAD or even of the risk of restenosis after intravascular
or CABG treatment.

1.2 HEMODYNAMICS
Hemodynamics is a branch of fluid mechanics that specializes in the investigation of
the pulsatile flow of blood through the cardiovascular system. It owes its identity as a separate
discipline to the distinguishing properties of blood and of the vascular tree. If we exclude the
heart and the veins, the main components of this system are blood and the arteries. The focus
of this thesis is shifted towards the arterial blood flow and in particular on the flow within the
coronary arteries and the abdominal aorta.
Blood is a complex living liquid that consists of several parts, namely plasma, red
blood cells, white blood cells and platelets. The rheology of blood is typical of a non7

Newtonian shear thinning liquid [8] and is affected by various parameters like nutrition,
disease and the relative concentrations of the its constituents. In physiological larger arteries,
its behavior is closer to that of Newtonian fluids exhibiting a constant viscosity. On the other
hand, the non-Newtonian character becomes increasingly evident in smaller arteries and veins.
Interestingly, non-Newtonian effects can also be observed in larger vessels within near stasis
regions where the flow strain is diminished. Blood clotting and thrombosis are known to
occur under such circumstances. Conversely, strong shearing forces stretch and deform red
blood cells and hence make them prone to hemolysis and to damage when encountering the
arterial walls.
The multi-layered structure of the arterial wall, as described in the first section, is
responsible for the viscoelastic nature of its observed stress strain relationship. Wall stress is
usually a non-linear and time dependent function of the inflicted strain. Each layer contains
several materials with different elastic properties that are interwoven with each other.
Therefore, arteries are typically non-homogenous and anisotropic. The mechanical wall
properties are greatly affected by biological factors that tend to adapt or remodel the arterial
walls in response to various stimuli. Arteries will dilate or shrink according to the amount of
blood flux that is required to cover the body’s need in oxygen and nutrients. Diseases like
atherosclerosis and aging are further parameters that modify the non-linear elasticity
properties of the arteries. Larger arteries such as the aorta are typically more distensible than
arteries of smaller diameters. Large distensibility and deformation are observed in the
ascending aorta and the aortic arch.
Arterial blood flow is transient in nature and is largely governed by pressure wave
transmission through the deformable arterial walls, generated by the intermittent ejection
function of the heart. Pressure reflection and amplitude attenuation are ever present
phenomena due to the continuously branching morphology of the arterial network. Arterial
flow can be safely considered as an incompressible flow and for the largest part as a laminar
flow too. However, brief outbursts of turbulence can be observed both in the aortic arch and
within the abdominal aorta especially during exercise conditions. The interest in the role of
blood flow in the development of arterial diseases predates much of the work in basic fluid
mechanics.
The localization of atherosclerosis and intimal thickening in the proximal section of
arteries around bifurcations and at the inner side of bends and curvatures has sparked an
intense interest in hemodynamics. Several efforts with computational fluid dynamics tools
have tried to formulate indexes based on such mechanical quantities that could indicate sites
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where the local hemodynamic conditions favor the development of atherosclerosis. Among
these, wall shear stress [9-11] appears to have attracted a lot of attention since it has been
shown that atherosclerosis displays a consistent localization at locations of flow recirculation
with low and/or oscillating shear stress. Recently, several numerical approaches have been
proposed that utilize modern medical imaging techniques to account for patient specific
computational domains. Nevertheless, the issue of sufficient accuracy and its requirements on
computational resources remain an open question that must be answered before we can
routinely utilize such computational tools for predictive diagnostics and simulation based preoperative planning. CFD investigations of blood flow in human arteries confront many
difficulties, which range from accurate geometric data to acquisition of flow boundary
conditions.

1.3 MEDICAL IMAGING AND SEGMENTATION
Medical imaging or radiology is defined as the set of techniques and processes that is
used to create images of the inner human body for clinical purposes including diagnosis,
examination and disease treatment as well as the study of normal anatomy and function. It is
an invaluable tool, which is used nowadays in almost all diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures for the diseases of the aorta, the coronary arteries and atherosclerosis in general.
As a separate discipline of medical science, it began supporting medical practice by providing
images of the human vessels with X-ray angiography. Several other modalities have been
developed and put to clinical use including Ultrasound (US), Computed Tomography (CT)
and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Interventional radiology is the performance of
minimally invasive medical procedures with the guidance of imaging technologies, such as
the implantation of endovascular stents in the aorta and the coronaries. The spatial and
temporal resolution of the acquired images has substantially improved during the last decade.
Modern medical imaging is a basic prerequisite for conducting studies of patient
specific computational hemodynamics. This is the means of obtaining the anatomical
information needed to generate and set the computational domain. Typically, an aligned stack
of three dimensional gray images that cover the volumetric region of interest is the product of
a medical imaging scan. The reconstruction of three dimensional representations of the
targeted vessel is achieved by segmenting, i.e. separating each slice into multiple regions or
materials by dividing contour lines usually based on light intensity values. For example, these
lines may represent the intersections of the inner aortic wall with each of the above-mentioned
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planar slices. Subsequent interpolation generates a three dimensional unstructured mesh of the
dividing surface utilizing algorithms such as the marching cube algorithm. Specialized image
processing software like Amira3 was used for this purpose. Earlier, researchers had to rely on
manufacturing and scanning of solid casts of explanted cadaver organs. The examples
presented in this thesis include anatomically accurate hemodynamic simulations within the
coronary arteries and the abdominal aorta. The acquisition of anatomical data was performed
by biplane angiography, CT and MRI. MRI velocimetry was also used for the determination
of in-vivo velocity boundary conditions. A brief description of the main principles of each of
these modalities is given below.
1.3.1

Biplane X-ray Angiography

This is the gold standard diagnostic method for CAD disease. A catheter is inserted
into the arterial system and is led up to the coronary arteries in an invasive procedure.
Contrast material is released into the coronaries and at least two X-ray projections are
acquired simultaneously at multiple time steps during the cardiac cycle. Advanced X-ray
imaging technology can provide rapid acquisition of multiple projected images. The luminal
geometry can be reconstructed by the photogrammetric principles of three dimensional
coordinate determination. In most applications, the coronary centerline is segmented on the
projected images and then reconstructed in the three dimensional space. The inclusion of the
vessel’s thickness and of multiple branches can also be accomplished, as detailed in [12]. The
high temporal resolution of this technique permits the quantification of the motion of the
coronary tree during the cardiac cycle. Radiation exposure and the invasive nature of this
method preclude its use to healthy volunteers.
1.3.2

Computed Tomography

CT is a non-invasive method utilizing tomography and digital geometry processing to
generate a three dimensional image from a large series of two-dimensional X-ray axial images
taken around a single axis of rotation. This modality has been significantly improved since its
introduction in the seventies. Modern CT scanners process multiple but continuously
changing cross sections as the object to be imaged is slowly moved through the X-ray circle.
These are called multi-slice spiral CT machines. Sometimes contrast materials such as
intravenous iodinated contrast are used to highlight structures such as blood vessels that
otherwise would be difficult to discern from their surroundings. The superior nearly isotropic
3
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spatial resolution of CT imaging enables the radiologist to see very fine details of the vascular
tree including calcified and non-calcified plaque distributions in AAA cases, where it is the
preferred method. The advent of the newest multi-slice CT scanners, with up to 64 slices and
sub-second rotation time, permits excellent imaging of the coronary arteries in several time
instances during the cardiac cycle. Studies [13] have already shown high accuracy in the
diagnosis of CAD. Nevertheless, CT carries risks since it exposes the patient to moderate or
high amounts of radiation. There is also non-negligible level of risk associated with the
contrast agents themselves. Therefore, it cannot be used on healthy volunteers.
1.3.3

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is based on the magnetic relaxation properties of excited atoms with an odd
number of protons like hydrogen, which is present in different concentrations in the water and
fat of human tissues. The object to be scanned is placed in a powerful uniform magnetic field
ranging from 0.3 to 3 T, which causes the alignment of the spins of these atoms. A brief
exposure to pulses of electromagnetic energy in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field
causes some of the magnetically aligned spins to assume a temporary non-aligned highenergy state. A receiving coil records the net magnetic signal from the various excited tissues.
Spatial encoding is obtained by superimposing magnetic field gradients that encode position
within the phase of the signal. A two or three dimensional matrix of spatially encoded phases
is acquired and images can be created using the discrete Fourier transform. Contrast agents
can also be used to delineate regions of interest although concerns are raised regarding their
toxicity. MRI is best suited for soft tissue examinations and in contrast to CT, which uses only
X-ray attenuation, has a long list of properties that may be used to generate image contrast.
Additionally, since the phase of the acquired magnetic signal is influenced by the velocity of
the moving spins, blood velocity information can also be encoded into the phase of the MRI
signal [14, 15]. Specially encoded MRI provides a non-invasive means of in-vivo three
dimensional instantaneous velocity measurements on selected arterial cross-sections. There
are no known side effects of MRI and since this is a non-invasive procedure without ionizing
radiation, volunteers are routinely employed.

1.4 THESIS OUTLINE
The presented thesis consists of six chapters. It includes this first introductory chapter,
followed by four journal papers, which were devised in the course of the author’s Ph.D.
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studies, and concludes with a short epilogue. The bulk of this work is contained in chapters 2
through 5 and is concerned with the development and/or application of modern computational
and experimental techniques for the investigation of various aspects of hemodynamics in
anatomically accurate or patient specific aortic and coronary cases.
Chapter 1
This chapter contains the introduction to this thesis and is divided into four main
sections. The first section presents a short description of relevant cardiovascular diseases,
namely atherosclerosis, abdominal aortic aneurysms and coronary artery disease. The concept
of hemodynamics, its connection to the aforementioned diseases and an analysis of the
necessary computational tools along with the requirements for their application into
anatomically realistic investigations, are given in the next section. The third section focuses
on the modern medical imaging technology that has assisted this research. The final section
consists of this outline.
Chapter 2
The focal point in this chapter is on the implementation of velocity boundary
conditions, which is a main prerequisite for any computational hemodynamics investigation.
A method for mapping analytical and/or experimentally determined velocity profiles on
anatomically realistic boundary cross-sections, based on the Schwarz Christoffel
transformation, is presented herein. Application examples of the proposed technique are given
in both singly and doubly connected domains.
Chapter 3
This chapter assesses the feasibility of computationally simulating intracoronary blood
flow based on real coronary artery geometry. The pulsatile velocity field within the first few
branches of the left anterior descending coronary artery of an explanted porcine heart is
studied by computational fluid dynamics. Graphical representations of velocity streamlines
and distributions of wall pressure and wall shear stress are utilized to present the major
features of coronary flow and quantify the perfusion of the selected coronary branches.
Computational tools of this kind along with state of the art medical imaging technology could
aid significantly surgical or interventional planning in coronary artery disease.
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Chapter 4
A computational model incorporating physiological motion and uniform transient wall
deformation of a branchless right coronary artery is presented herein in order to assess the
influence of compliance and in particular of capacitance on shear stress distributions. A
multitude of medical imaging technology including CT, biplane angiography and
intravascular ultrasound is utilized to provide in vivo anatomical, motion, and pulsatile inflow
information. It is shown that compliance affects wall shear stress distributions
heterogeneously with the distal regions influenced mostly. Under physiological pulsatile
inflow conditions, capacitance contributes to phase changes in the wall shear stress time
history without affecting the bounds of its magnitude and the localization of its minima.
Chapter 5
A combined computational and experimental steady flow investigation within an
anatomically accurate abdominal aortic aneurysm is presented in this chapter. Modern CT and
rapid prototyping technologies are utilized to construct a silicone replica of a patient specific
anatomy. Experimental three dimensional velocity measurements are conducted by particle
tracking velocimetry under averaged physiological resting boundary conditions. A hybrid
unstructured grid generation technique, specifically suited to such irregular geometries, is
concurrently developed to allow for the generation of highly accurate and grid independent
computational fluid dynamics simulations under identical boundary conditions. The presented
results confirm the agreement between the numerical and experimental simulations by
successfully quantifying the large recirculation zones that characterize aneurismal flow
indicating the suitability of both approaches.
Chapter 6
This chapter underlines the importance of computational hemodynamics in future
diagnosis and surgical planning methods and suggests its inclusion in the clinical environment.
It then attempts a critical overview of the presented computational results, summarizes
ongoing research efforts and concludes with suggestions for future technical work.
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Equation Chapter 2 Section 1

2. BOUNDARY CONDITION CALCULATIONS BY
SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL MAPPING IN ANATOMICALLY
ACCURATE HEMODYNAMICS4
ABSTRACT
The implementation of velocity boundary conditions is a prerequisite in computational
hemodynamics investigations. A method for mapping analytical or experimentally determined
velocity profiles on anatomically realistic boundary cross-sections is presented herein. The
need for the development of interpolation methods arises from the fact that the computational
and experimental domains are seldom aligned. Furthermore, one may wish to utilize the same
set of experimental boundary condition measurements to study different patient specific
anatomies. Finally, in the absence of detailed velocity information the remaining alternative is
the adaptation of analytical and usually axis-symmetric velocity profiles based solely on
integrated volumetric flux information. The interpolation algorithms are based on the Schwarz
Christoffel (SC) formulas for the conformal mapping of singly and doubly connected
polygons to the unit circle and an annulus with unit external radius, respectively. The
proposed technique permits the transfer of velocity information between domains of identical
topology. The SC transformations are combined to construct a one-to-one invertible map
between the target boundary surface and the measurement domain or the definition domain of
the source analytical profile. The applicability of the technique is tested by producing normal
velocity boundary conditions for computational fluid dynamics simulations of blood flow in
the ascending aorta and cerebrospinal fluid flow in the spinal cavity. Mappings of axissymmetrical velocity profiles of the Womersley type through a simply connected circular pipe
as well as through a doubly connected circular annulus, and interpolations from in-vivo
phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging velocity measurements under instantaneous
volumetric flux constraints are considered. The proposed technique permits us to segment
each space separately and subsequently map one onto the other in its entirety. We may then
build an interpolating function within the measurement plane without making any provisions
for the shape of the target boundary cross-section. This investigation focuses on
4
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computational hemodynamics. However, the proposed approach can be used for the mapping
of any scalar or vector variable.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Atherosclerosis

has

initiated

an

ever-expanding

interest

in

arterial

flow.

Hemodynamics indices based on Wall Shear Stress (WSS) [1] have been proposed and are
calculated with the help of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to pinpoint disease
predilection sites. Several researchers produced numerical simulations of pulsatile blood flow
and/or fluid-solid interactions within the arterial tree. Among the most recent ones are the
studies of Jin [2] and Shahcheraghi [3] in the ascending aorta and the aortic arch. Furthermore,
we can refer to fluid-solid interaction simulations within patient-specific cases of abdominal
aortic aneurysms [4-6]. The coronary arteries present the additional difficulties of embedment
onto the moving myocardium and of a continuously bifurcating morphology. Zeng [7] studied
the effects of cardiac motion on WSS distributions along the right coronary artery.
Ramaswamy and co-workers [8] incorporated the combined effects of motion and compliance
on WSS along a diseased section of the left anterior descending coronary artery. Boutsianis et
al. [9] studied the pulsatile blood flow within the first few branches of an anatomically
accurate left porcine coronary. In these studies, the computational domains were acquired by
segmentation and registration of sets of images produced by modern medical imaging
modalities, i.e. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT) and biplane angiography. Hence, the anatomical accuracy is sufficiently accounted for.
The issue of physiological accuracy remains open and depends on appropriate velocity
and pressure boundary conditions as in most CFD applications. In patient-specific
investigations Phase Contrast MRI (PC-MRI) [10, 11] has been used to acquire in-vivo
volumetric flux and/or velocity data. Solid glass or deformable silicone replicas of realistic
arterial geometry have also been used for combined numerical and experimental studies. A
characteristic example is given by Perktold et al. [12] where Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV) measurements are used both for validation of computational results and the
determination of inlet boundary conditions. There is the question of transferring these
measurements to the computational space. Measurement and computational domains are
seldom aligned, e.g. in experimental investigations with deformable models. While
anatomical and velocity MRI scans are performed sequentially, the subject’s position may
change during the process. Discretization errors during segmentation and/or smoothing often
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result in misalignment of the respective boundary surfaces too. Moreover, it is not feasible to
acquire MRI velocimetry on every case, especially when another modality is the source of
anatomical information, e.g. CT. Sometimes it is preferable to use the same set of boundary
conditions to facilitate comparisons in the hemodynamics of different patient anatomies or
intervention strategies. Finally, detailed velocities may not be available at the particular sites
of the computational boundary surfaces. Volumetric flux and/or prescribed mass discharge
ratios need to suffice. It is customary to adapt existing analytical solutions to impose such
conditions, like the pulsatile axis-symmetrical Womersley [13] solutions.
In this study, we propose an interpolation algorithm based on the Schwarz-Christoffel
(SC) transform [14] to assist the imposition of velocity boundary conditions in the above
referenced cases. Conformal mapping of the interior of the unit circle to the interior of any
bounded polygon provides a convenient and reversible interpolation function that is used to
bridge the gap between simply connected planar surfaces with conforming boundary contours.
Apparently, the presented technique has the ability to transfer any axis-symmetrical analytical
profile to the irregular boundary cross-sections that occur in practice. An example application
of the proposed algorithm with PC-MRI measurements and the Womersley solution is
presented in a patient-specific case of hemodynamic calculations in the aorta.
The SC map and therefore the proposed algorithm can be easily generalized to doubly
connected domains [15]. The motion of the Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) in the spinal cavity is
an example of pulsatile flow through doubly connected cross-sections, where clinical testing
is difficult. CFD investigations [16] are used in conjunction with MRI flow measurements to
shed more light on the environment of the CSF system. Similar to the aortic case, we present
examples of the adapted algorithm with PC-MRI data and the analytical solution of pulsatile
flow through annular pipes, proposed by Tsangaris [17].

2.2 METHODS
2.2.1

Schwarz-Christoffel Formulas

In its first implementation, the Schwarz-Christoffel formula represented the conformal
map from the upper half complex plane to the inner of any bounded polygon. The method has
been extended to include several other domains [14]. In the present work, we need the map
from the inner side C of a unit (R = 1) circle to the inner surface P of a bounded polygon  in
the complex space, shown in Figure 2.1a. The polygon  consists of N vertices, wk, arranged
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in counter-clockwise order, is bounded and simply connected. The real interior angles of this
polygon are denoted by k, with k  (0,2). The map is defined by the following equation.

z
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k = 1,…, N

Where, zk, denote the pre-vertices upon the unit circle of the polygons’ vertices wk. B, C & z0
are complex constants that need to be determined. The lower integration limit, z0, is set to
zero, for it affects only the value of B. Determining the correct values of the pre-vertices for a
given polygon defines the Schwarz-Christoffel parameter problem. The solution of the SC
parameter problem was based on enforcing conditions involving the side lengths of the target
polygon , as proposed in [18].
In case of a doubly connected polygon, the canonical domain is presented by an
annulus A with an outer radius R = 1 and an inner radius μ < 1, Figure 2.1b. The value μ-1 is
known as the conformal modulus of Q. The SC map from the annulus A to the inner region Q
of a bounded and doubly connected polygon 0U1 in the complex space is given by Equation
(2.2).
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d =1,3,5,…

with
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Where, z0k and z1m, denote the pre-vertices upon the outer and inner circles of the annulus A
of the polygons’ vertices, w0k and w1m, respectively. The real interior angles of the polygonal
contours are denoted by 0k and 1m, with 0k & 1m  (0,2). Similarly, B, C and z0  A
are complex constants to be determined. Once more B is the image of the base point of the
integral in Equation (2.2) and therefore B = g(z0). Determining the correct values of the prevertices, the constants B & C and inner radius μ for a given doubly connected polygon defines
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again an SC parameter problem. The solution to this problem can be achieved by numerical
techniques.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1. Notational convention for the Schwarz-Christoffel transformations: (a) from the inner of a
unit circle to the inner of a simply connected polygon and (b) from the inner of a unit annulus to the inner
of a doubly connected polygon.

2.2.2

Analytical Velocity Profiles

To demonstrate that Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2) provide a convenient way to
map analytical velocity profiles to realistic polygonal boundary cross-sections we focused on
axis-symmetrical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. To set an example for a simply
connected polygon, we refer to the Womersley [13, 19] solution for developed pulsatile flow
in a straight circular cylinder under the influence of a known periodic function for the
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pressure gradient along the cylinder’s axis. Womersley showed that by expanding the pressure
gradient in Fourier time series one can calculate the time dependent flow rate as the sum of
terms obtained for steady and oscillating flows for each component of the expansion. It is
useful to invert this solution to the case where the volumetric flow rate is known, as for
example in Tsangaris [20]. As described by Taylor [21], a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can

()

be used to extract the frequency content of a given flux waveform Q t with fundamental
frequency .
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N

Q t   Bn  ein t

and Won = Req 

n=0

 n


(2.3)

Where,  denotes kinematic viscosity and Req is the circular cylinder’s radius. For n = 1, Wo1
is the known Womersley dimensionless number. It quantifies the relative strength between the
transient inertial forces and the viscous forces in the fluid. Instantaneous values of axial
velocity are then given by the real part of the following sum of Womersley solutions over the
N frequencies extracted in (2.3) for r  [0,Req].
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Where, J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind and of order 0 and 1 respectively.
By adopting the variable change, y = r/Req, the definition disk of Equation (2.4)
coincides with the canonical domain of the SC formula for simply connected polygons. The
inverse of map (2.1) can transform any internal point w of the polygonal cross-section P to a
complex point z = f-1(w), with |z| < 1 and w  P. By setting, r = |z|·Req, a normal velocity
value is then calculated by Equation (2.4) for point w.
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Caution is needed when considering the area FP of the target polygonal region P and
the area of the circular cylinder where Equation (2.4) is defined; termed herein reference
domain. It is advantageous to require that both domains have equal areas..

Req =

FP



(2.5)

In this way, we can preserve the Womersley number (2.3) between the two domains. The
Reynolds number (2.6) is another important dimensionless parameter quantifying the ratio of
the convective inertial forces to the viscous forces that are exerted on the fluid’s elements. In
unsteady cases, it is common to consider an average Reynolds number, which corresponds to
the time-averaged volumetric flux through the investigated cross-section.

Re =

U avg  Deq



=

2  Q avg

  Req  


Q avg
 U avg =
FP
with 
D = 2  R
eq
 eq

(2.6)

Where, Deq is the circular cylinder’s diameter and Q avg is the time-averaged value of the
required volumetric flux. These two dimensionless numbers characterize the physics of this
type of flow. Since our intention is to utilize the analytical solution to provide boundary
conditions to another boundary cross-section, it is necessary to maintain equality between
these two numbers. It can be seen by Equation (2.6) that in order to preserve the Reynolds
number it suffices to maintain the prescribed volumetric flow rate in Equation (2.3).
The prescribed volumetric flux in Equation (2.3) is not maintained per se. This is
because the property of axis-symmetry of profile (2.4) is lost in the polygonal space P. The
definition of Req according to (2.5) helps limit this discrepancy. However, the decisive factor
is the complexity of the polygonal contour . A correction is needed to ensure conservation of
instantaneous flux. In the current investigation, we propose the addition of a constant velocity
value, ucor, defined upon P. The normal velocity values should be given by the following sum
in conjunction with Equation (2.4).
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To present a corresponding case on a doubly connected region we refer to the
analytical solution of the axis-symmetrical Navier-Stokes equations for fully developed
pulsatile flow through an annular straight pipe [17]. We generalized this solution to the case
where the volumetric flow rate is known, as described in detail in the “Appendix”. An FFT
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can be used to extract the frequency content of a given flux waveform Q t with fundamental
frequency .
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Where, Reqi & Reqo denote the inner and outer radii, Rh the hydraulic diameter and  the
kinematic viscosity. The Womersley number is defined for n = 1, Wo1. The Reynolds number
is defined in accordance to Equation (2.6) above. Instantaneous values of axial velocity are
given by the following summation within the reference domain, r  [Reqi,Reqo].
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The various constants, k’s, are defined in the “Appendix”. I0 and K0 are the zeroth order
modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind.
To maintain equality between the Reynolds and Womersley numbers between the
reference and the target polygonal cross-section it suffices to define the radii Reqi and Reqo
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appropriately. We required that both domains have equal areas by imposing the following
definition.

Reqi =

Ain

Reqo =



Aout



(2.10)

Where, Ain and Aout denote the areas enclosed by the inner and outer contours of the target
polygon. By making the variable change, q = μ+(1-μ)/(Reqo-Reqi)(r-Reqi), the annulus of
Equation (2.9) coincides with the canonical domain of the SC transform for doubly connected
polygons. The inverse of function (2.2) maps any internal point w of the polygonal crosssection Q to a complex point z = g-1(w), with μ < |z| < 1 and w  Q. By setting r = Reqi+(ReqoReqi)/(1-μ)(|z|-μ), a normal velocity value is calculated by (2.9) for point w.
Analogously to the simply connected case, area and volumetric flux preservation are
sufficient to equalize the Reynolds number. However, the intended volumetric flux, set in
Equation (2.8), is not maintained in this case as well due to the loss of the property of axissymmetry. A correction is proposed below for the normal velocity using formula (2.9).
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FQ, denotes the area of the target polygon Q in this case.
2.2.3

An Algorithm for Analytical Velocity Profiles

In this section we summarize the steps for mapping the analytical velocity profiles
described above onto a singly and a doubly connected boundary surface respectively. In each
case, we distinguish among three domains: the target polygon in complex space that
represents the given boundary cross-section, the canonical domain of the SC transform and
the reference domain where the analytical normal velocity values are defined. To establish an
analogy between the boundary cross-section and the complex plane, this surface cut must be
planar. The coordinates of the numerical mesh nodes must be transformed to a local Cartesian
system to permit their conversion to complex numbers. Although the origin of this system can
be chosen arbitrarily, it is convenient for the calculation of the SC maps to place it on the
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centroid of the boundary cross-section. Finally, it is necessary to extract the mesh nodes that
form the bounding contour and arrange them in counterclockwise order. These nodes define
then the target polygon, P or Q, depicted in Figure 2.1. In the algorithm described below, we
discern three stages: the initialization stage, the mapping stage and the calculation stage.
Initialization Stage
•

FFT of Volumetric Flux Data

(dQ/dt,) => Bn

•

Set Reference Domain

Req by Eq.(2.5) or (Reqi,Reqo) by Eq.(2.10)

•

Initialize Analytical Formula

u = u(r,t) by Eq.(2.4) or Eq.(2.9)

Mapping Stage
•

Define Target Polygon

P or Q

•

Solve SC Parameter Problem

f(z) or g(z)

•

Invert SC Mapping Function

f-1(w) or g-1(w)

•

Map Nodes to Canonical Domain

z = f-1(w) or z = g-1(w)

Calculation Stage
•

Initialize Velocity Values

u(w,t) = u(|z|·Req,t) by Eq.(2.4) or
u(w,t) = u(Reqi+(Reqo-Reqi)/(1-μ)(|z|-μ),t) by
Eq.(2.9)

•

Calculate Velocity Correction

ucor(t) by Eq.(2.7) or Eq.(2.11)

•

Calculate Total Velocities

utot(w,t) = u(|z|·Req,t) + ucor(t) or
utot(w,t) = u(Reqi+(Reqo-Reqi)/(1-μ)(|z|-μ)|,t) +
ucor(t)

In the most general case, the last two stages should be placed within a time loop to
allow for cases with moving and/or deforming boundaries.
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2.2.4

Non Analytical Velocity Profiles

We shift to the interpolation of velocimetry data that are available at a mesh of predetermined points. This is the case of in-vivo PC-MRI as well as of other experimental
techniques, e.g. LDV. The reference domains are now replaced by the measurement domains,
namely M*SC and M*DC. Let, MSC & MDC, represent the corresponding bounded regions of
interest within the measurement domains for the singly and the doubly connected case. The
form of the SC canonical domains and the target polygons in the complex space, P & Q,
remain as before. The link between the target polygon and the measurement space is
established by constructing an SC function for each of these domains, Figure 2.2. The
required interpolation function, TSC(w), can be defined by the composition of a direct and an
inverse SC function. The following equation gives an example for the simply connected case.

( ) (

)( )

q = TSC w = f 2  f11 w , with w  P and

q  M SC

(2.12)

Where f1 denotes the SC transform of the unit circle C to P and f2 the map of C to MSC.
In the doubly connected case, the inner diameter of the canonical domain is among the
unknowns of the SC parameter problem. Therefore, we encounter two unit annuli, A1 & A2
with inner diameters μ & . Let g1 denote the map of A1 to Q and g2 the map from A2 to MDC.
The interpolating function, TDC(w), is given by Equation (2.13).

( ) (

)( )

q = TDC w = g 2  h  g11 w , with w Q and

q  M DC

(2.13)

The intermediate function, h, is required to connect the canonical domains A1 and A2. In this
work, h is defined by the following linear transformation for each pair of intermediate points
z1  A1 and z2  A2.
 μ  z1  1
 1 
, with
z2 = h z1 =  + z1  μ  
 1 μ 
  z2  1

( )

and

( )

(

)

( )

arg z2 = arg z1

Where, z1 = g1(w) with w  Q and q = g2-1(z2) with q  MDC.
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(2.14)

Figure 2.2. Conceptual diagrams of the composite mapping function for the transformation of nonanalytical data to a simply connected and a doubly connected polygon.

The main accomplishment of this process is that we can construct a one to one relation
between each point w  P or Q with a corresponding point q  MSC or MDC. We can define an
interpolating function within M*SC or M*DC without making any provision for the shape of the
target boundary cross-section. For example, we could opt for a least-squares surface fit by
bicubic B-splines when M*SC or M*DC consists of a rectangular grid of points with known
normal velocity values, as shown in Equation (2.15).

q = x + iy
(2.15)
u p q,t = u p x, y ,t =  c klp t  M pk x  N pl y , with 
*
k ,l
q  M p , p = {SC, DC}

( )

(( ) )

()

()

( )

Where, ckl represents the interpolation coefficients matrix and Mk(x) & Nl(y) the normalized
cubic B-splines for each direction. In the general case of transient velocity fields and/or with a
moving underlying grid, the coefficients matrix and the spline knot distributions must be
calculated for each time step.
It is noted that the volumetric flux is not preserved between the target polygons and
the measurements domains unless they possess identical bounding contours. Whenever we
wish to impose the given volumetric flux time history, a simple correction can be applied by
Equation (2.16).
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( )
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u p,tot w,t = u p q,t + ucor t

()

with ucor t =
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 Q t   u p  dS  and
FD 
D
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{

D = P,Q

}

(2.16)
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Where, FD, denotes the area of the target polygon and Q t the instantaneous volumetric flux
through the corresponding measurements domain.
2.2.5

An Algorithm for Non Analytical Velocity Profiles

The interpolation algorithm for analytical profiles needs to be revamped to facilitate
the adaptation of velocimetry data known at a mesh of points. Let us assume that this data
refer again to the normal velocity component at a predetermined number of time steps. The
main difference is that two SC maps and a function composition are now necessary. A
prerequisite is that both the measurements domains and the boundary cross-sections are planar
in order to convert their coordinates to complex numbers. Local Cartesian systems are
required for both spaces, while the origins of these systems may again be placed conveniently
at the centroids. The canonical domain for the SC maps in the simply connected case is the
unit circle, whereas there are two unit annuli with different inner diameters in the doubly
connected case. In addition to the extraction of the nodes that form the bounding contours of
the boundary cross-sections, we must define the surrounding contours of the mesh of
measurement nodes to create the second target polygons. The proposed algorithm is divided
in the familiar stages: the initialization stage, the mapping stage and the calculation stage.
Initialization Stage
•

Construct Measurements Interpolation

up((x,y),t),p={SC,DC} in Eq.(2.15)

Mapping Stage
•

Define Target Polygons

(P,MSC) or (Q,MDC)

•

Solve SC Parameter Problems

(f1(z),f2(z)) or (g1(z1),g2(z2))

•

Invert SC Mapping Function

f1-1(w) or g1-1(w)

•

Construct Composition Function

(f2f1-1)(w) or (g2hg1-1)(w)

•

Map Nodes to Measurements Domain

q = (f2f1-1)(w) or q = (g2hg1-1)(w)
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Calculation Stage
•

Initialize Velocity Values

up(w,t) = up(q,t),p={SC,DC} by Eq.(2.15)

•

Calculate Velocity Correction

ucor(t) by Eq.(2.16)

•

Calculate Total Velocities

utot,p(w,t) = up(q,t) + ucor(t), p={SC,DC}

The initialization stage is separate from what follows and can be performed
independently for all time steps. The inclusion of the mapping stage within the time loop is
essential when at least one of two conditions occur. That is when the boundary surface moves
and/or deforms or when the region of interest in the measurements domain, MSC or MDC,
moves and/or deforms.

2.3 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
2.3.1

Target Boundary Surfaces and Required Volumetric Flux

The algorithms were checked on two occasions. Blood flow in the ascending aorta is a
paradigm of flow through an initially branchless, cylindrical domain with simply connected
cross-sections. Conversely, the motion of the cerebrospinal fluid in the spinal cavity is an
example of pulsatile flow through a doubly connected channel. MRI imaging was used to
extract anatomical data, which were segmented to produce anatomically accurate surface
reconstructions for both cases. CFD volumetric meshes were built on top of them after the
introduction of planar cuts to permit the imposition of boundary conditions. The “inlets” to
these meshes were the targeted boundary cross-sections, Figure 2.3a & Figure 2.3b. The inlet
mesh to the ascending aorta is unstructured and consists of 985 quadrilateral faces and 1038
nodes. Its bounding contour has 104 vertices while the cross-sectional area is 6.54·10-4 m2. A
structured quadrilateral grid having 900 faces and 950 nodes meshes the CSF inlet, which has
a cross-sectional area of 2.51·10-4 m2. The inner and outer contours have 50 vertices each. We
assumed that the boundary surfaces neither deformed nor moved.
In-vivo PC-MRI volumetric flux data were acquired at geometrical planes with
regions of interest that matched with each inlet. The anatomical MRI and PC-MRI scans in
the ascending aorta and in the spinal cavity belong to volunteers. The measurements in the
ascending aorta, Figure 2.4a, revealed increased cardiac output with average volumetric flow
of 11.46 l/min. The heart rate was above physiological resting conditions at 94 bpm resulting
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to a time-period of 0.638 s. The measurements in the spinal cavity were taken at the base of
the skull with an average flux rate of 5.8 ml/min and time-period of 0.7685 s, Figure 2.4b.
Our task is to impose the measured instantaneous volumetric fluxes, shown in Figure 2.4a and
Figure 2.4b, through the selected boundary cross-sections; firstly by transforming the
appropriate analytical velocity profile and secondly by interpolating from the measurements
planes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3. Numerical meshes of the target boundary cross-sections: (a) inlet to the ascending aorta and (b)
inlet to the spinal cavity at the base of the skull.

2.3.2

Maps of Analytical Velocity Profiles

The algorithm results for analytical velocity profiles are presented in this section. For
the aortic case, blood was assumed to have a density of 1060 kg/m3 and constant viscosity of
0.00345 Pa·s. At the initialization stage, an FFT transform of the flux history of Figure 2.4a
produced the required Fourier coefficients with angular frequency 9.8483 s-1. The equivalent
radius was calculated as 1.44 cm by Equation (2.5). These values result to a Womersley
number of 25.1 and an average Reynolds number of 2606. The corresponding axis-symmetric
velocity profile is shown in Figure 2.4c. CSF density and viscosity were set at 1000.58 kg/m3
and 6.9161·10-4 Pa·s. Similarly, an FFT transform of the flux history of Figure 2.4b produced
the Fourier coefficients with angular frequency 8.1759 s-1. The equivalent inner and outer
radii of the reference annulus were calculated at 0.55 cm and 1.04 cm according to Equation
(2.10). The resulting axis-symmetric profile is depicted in Figure 2.4d at several time
instances. It corresponds to a Womersley number of 33 and an average Reynolds number of
8.23, based on a hydraulic diameter of 0.98 cm by Equation (2.8).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4. Measured volumetric fluxes and the corresponding axis-symmetrical pulsatile velocity profiles
at several time instances through the inlet to the ascending aorta (a,c) and the inlet to the spinal cavity
(b,d).

In the mapping stage, the numerical solution of the SC parameter problem for the
aortic case was obtained with the SC MATLAB Toolbox5 by Driscoll [22, 23]. The results of
the calculation stage are shown in Figure 2.5a as carpet plots at three time-steps. The carpet
surface is colored by velocity magnitude, while the locations of the faces centers are overlaid
as red spheres. A continuous red line at zero velocity, best discerned in the third time-step,
denotes the target polygon. The resemblance between the analytical and the mapped velocity
profiles is readily apparent. The magnitude of the velocity correction averaged below 5% of
the mean instantaneous velocity. The discrepancy intensifies at those time-steps that the
velocity profile displays a steep gradient near the wall.

5

It can be found at “MATLAB Central File Exchange”, http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5. Mapped axis-symmetrical velocity profiles at three time-steps onto: (a) the aortic inlet and (b)
the CSF inlet.
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The numerical solution of the SC parameter problem in the CSF domain was achieved
by a software package in FORTRAN 77, called DSCPACK6 [15]. We had to augment
DSCPACK to treat more than the maximum allowable 40 nodes. The conformal modulus of
the target polygon was 1.767. The corresponding set of velocity encoded carpet plots is given
in Figure 2.5b. The continuous red line contours at zero velocity denote the boundaries of the
target polygon. The average velocity correction remained below 4% of the mean
instantaneous velocity. A finer mesh in the near wall region would further limit the required
corrections in both domains.
2.3.3

Maps of Non Analytical Velocity Profiles

The results of direct interpolation between a measurement plane and a target boundary
cross-section are presented in this section. We post-processed the acquired PC-MRI scans and
decoded the normal velocity distributions. A non-moving rectangular Cartesian plane formed
the measurement domain. The aortic data were acquired at a series of 20 256x256 16-bit gray
scale images with uniform pixel spacing of 0.938 mm and slice thickness of 4 mm. The CSF
series contained 30 512x512 16-bit gray scale images with uniform pixel spacing of 0.4 mm
and slice thickness of 6 mm. The initialization stage was concluded by constructing a series of
least-squares bi-cubic B-spline surface fits with automatic knot sequence, defined by Equation
(2.15), for each time-step and measurements plane. The MATLAB NAG Foundation
Toolbox7 was used for this purpose.
The target polygons in Figure 2.3 did not move or deform. The solutions to the SC
parameter problems for the mapping functions, f1(z) & g1(z) and their inversions, were
identical to those of the previous paragraph. The construction of f2(z) & g2(z), needed for the
composition mapping functions (f2f1-1)(w) & (g2hg1-1)(w), required the definition of the
bounding polygons MSC & MDC. This is a segmentation problem within M*SC & M*DC for
each time-step. Specialized software for medical imaging analysis, Amira v3.18, was used for
this task. The lateral motion of the aortic wall within the measurements plane is significant
and the bounding polygonal contour deforms. Separate f2(z) & (f2f1-1)(w) were calculated at
each time step. A series of contour plots showing the evolution in time of the interpolating
surface fit, the bounding polygonal contour and the mapped faces centers in the measurement
6

It can be downloaded from the “ACM Digital Library”, http://portal.acm.org/.

7

The NAG Foundation Toolbox for MATLAB is provided by the “nag Numerical Algorithms Group”,

http://www.nag.co.uk/index.asp.
8

Amira is provided by “Mercury Computer Systems SAS”, http://www.tgs.com/.
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plane is given in Figure 2.6a. The same task was performed once for the case of the CSF flow
because the region of interest remained unchanged through time within M*DC. Figure 2.6b
depicts three time instances of the interpolating surface fit, the bounding polygonal contour
and the mapped faces centers in the measurements plane of the CSF case. The shape of the
interpolated velocity contours reveals the presence of significant noise. The conformal
modulus of g2(z) was 1.408 in this case. It can be seen that the conformal moduli of g1(z) and
g2(z) differ significantly. This is caused by the dissimilarity of the inner polygonal contours
between the target boundary cross-section and MDC due to segmentation errors and smoothing.
The software tools mentioned in the analytical profile cases were used for the numerical
solution of the SC parameter problems.
The results of the calculation stage, at the time points used in Figure 2.5, are presented
in Figure 2.7a for the aortic case and in Figure 2.7b for the CSF case. The mapped aortic
profile retains both its inherent eccentricity and its steepness in the vicinity of the wall. In this
case of increased cardiac output and large Reynolds number, the velocity profile is steeper
than usually in the near wall region. The mapped analytical profiles of the Womersley
solution cannot account for these characteristics sufficiently. The dissimilarity between the
target polygonal domain, which does not deform, and the segmented moving aortic wall in the
measurements plane is a source of additional deformation and offset relative rotation.
Nevertheless, these features do not alter the main characteristics of the mapped profile.
Equally, the mapped profiles in the CSF case, Figure 2.7b, appear to be different from their
analytical counterparts. This is caused by the fact that the PC-MRI measurements show a
radically different profile from the analytical solution, Figure 2.4d. Furthermore, the
significantly different inner polygonal contours between the target and the experimental crosssections introduce deformation and offset rotation from the experimental velocity distribution
in Figure 2.6b. Hence, an angular correction in Equation (2.14) should be considered. In all
cases, the required velocity corrections fluctuated up to 10% of the mean instantaneous
mapped velocity revealing the differences in the cross-sectional areas between the
measurements and the computational domains.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6. Three time instances of the interpolating surface fits, the bounding polygonal contours and the
mapped faces centers in the measurements plane for: (a) the aortic case and (b) the CSF case.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7. Mapped non-analytical velocity profiles at three time-steps onto: (a) the aortic inlet and (b) the
CSF inlet.
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2.4 DISCUSSION
A method for mapping analytical or experimentally determined velocity profiles on
realistic boundary cross-sections has been outlined in the previous paragraphs. The
interpolation algorithms are based on the SC formulas for singly and doubly connected
polygonal domains. The applicability of the technique was tested by producing velocity
boundary conditions for CFD simulations of blood flow in the ascending aorta and CSF flow
in the spinal cavity. On both occasions we created mappings of axis-symmetrical velocity
profiles and interpolations from in-vivo PC-MRI velocity measurements with given
instantaneous volumetric flux constraints. The target “inlet” surfaces remained stationary in
all cases. Nevertheless, we had to take into account the lateral aortic motion in the
measurement plane. Both mapped profiles provide appropriate velocity boundary conditions
for CFD applications. The experimental mappings contain more physiological characteristics,
like eccentricity in the aortic case, whereas the analytical maps are smoother and easier to
implement. In vivo CSF MRI measurements are often noisy and of insufficient resolution.
Therefore, this technique provides us with a viable alternative. We will enhance the presented
method to include the analytical solution of oscillatory flow through elliptic annular domains
and the SC map between a canonical elliptic annulus to a doubly connected bounded polygon.
Apparently, this is a closer match to the realistic CSF boundary cross-sections.
The SC transformations facilitate the construction of a one-to-one invertible
correlation between the boundary target surface and a measurements or canonical domain. We
may then build an interpolating function within the measurement plane without making any
provisions for the shape of the target boundary cross-section. Alternatively, one should
overlap the two non-matching spaces, a process susceptible to errors leading to erroneous
inclusion or exclusion of data. The proposed technique permits us to segment each space
separately and map one onto the other in its entirety. Another advantage arises from the fact
that a conformal map preserves local angles. This property becomes important when
considering applications where the computational domain moves and/or deforms. Apart from
providing the means to deform the internal boundary grid when the motion of the surrounding
contour is given, this technique ensures that the angular quality will not degrade. We intend to
expand on this aspect in future work.
Nonetheless, there are points that necessitate caution. The volumetric flux is not
conserved intrinsically when transferring an analytical profile or mapping from a
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measurement domain. In the former case, this is caused by the loss of the axis-symmetry
property of the velocity profile. It is possible to scale the reference domain by equating its
cross-sectional area to the corresponding values of the target boundary surface. When the
volumetric flux is given, this is the only way to maintain the same Reynolds and Womersley
numbers between the two spaces. In the latter case, there are no fine-tuning options. The
discrepancy in the acquired volumetric flux depends on shape and area differences between
the measurements plane and the targeted boundary cross-section. A velocity correction
proportional to these differences is needed. Apart from the preservation of volumetric flux,
additional constraints may be proposed such as the conservation of kinetic energy or of spatial
moments between the original and the mapped velocity profiles. In this first attempt, the
presented study did not address these issues. A possible solution is to incorporate such
constraints in the construction of the SC mapping functions themselves by quantifying shape
differences between the source and target polygons.
Continuity is one more property that is not conserved per se when mapping from an
analytical or experimental incompressible viscous flow field. In the presented examples, the
velocity field had a single non-zero normal component. Hence, the issue of incompressibility
is not raised. If the technique is used to project the tangential velocity components as well,
continuity will be violated within the target polygonal domain. This is not true only within the
limits of potential flow theory. Another complication is the possibility of relative rotation
between the target boundary surface and the measurements plane. The substance of this
technique is the interpolation between the images of the respective spaces within the same or
similar canonical domains. In both cases, we presumed that these images are aligned and
therefore we did not apply any angular corrections. This hypothesis is based on the fact that
similar polygons will produce similar images in the canonical domains. However, this is not
true in cases when the two target polygons are very different in shape and geometrical
proportions and/or have a very different number of vertices. The CSF case provided such an
example where the introduction of an angular correction in the canonical space should be
considered.
In conclusion, the presented method is computationally inexpensive as far as the
investigated examples are concerned. The surrounding polygons possessed a moderate
number of nodes, one hundred or less. Both DSCPACK and the SC MATLAB Toolbox are
inefficient when dealing with polygons of a larger number of vertices. An important
improvement is presented in the study of Banjai [24], which proposes a multipole method for
SC mapping of singly connected polygons with thousands of sides. Our investigation was
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focused on computational hemodynamics. However, this technique can be used for the
mapping of any scalar or vector variable. We believe that the presented interpolation method
shall prove particularly helpful in the imposition of boundary conditions.
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2.7 APPENDIX
Tsangaris [17] has given the axis-symmetrical Navier-Stokes solution for fully
developed oscillatory flow through an annular pipe. The flow is driven by a harmonic
pressure gradient along the pipe’s length with a non-zero mean value and frequency . Let the
axial pressure gradient and corresponding velocity be defined by Equation (2.17).
 P
t = Pxc + Pxosc  ei t
x
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Where, Pxc is a constant denoting the mean value of the pressure oscillation and Pxosc its
amplitude. The velocity consists of a steady part, us(r), and an oscillating part with complex
amplitude, uosc(r), shown in Equation (2.18) and Equation (2.19) respectively.
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Where,  is the fluid’s density and μ &  the dynamic and kinematic viscosity. I0 and K0 are
the zeroth order modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind. The coefficients k1
and k2 are given below.
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The instantaneous volumetric flow rate can be obtained by integrating the velocity
field over the annular cross-sectional area and in turn consists of two components.
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Where, I1 and K1 are the first order modified Bessel functions of the first and the second kind.
By eliminating the pressure gradient from the previous equations we can express the
instantaneous axis-symmetrical velocity as a function of the instantaneous volumetric flux.
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Finally, the solution given by Equation (2.24) and Equation (2.25) can be readily
generalized to the case where the instantaneous more than one harmonics and is given by a
Fourier series.
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n=0

Then the axis-symmetrical velocity field is given by the following formula for r  [Reqi,Reqo]:
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The coefficients k1n, k2n & k3n are derived from the formulas for k1, k2 & k3 by substituting 
with n· for each frequency.
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Equation Chapter 3 Section 1

3. COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION OF INTRACORONARY
FLOW BASED ON REAL CORONARY GEOMETRY9
ABSTRACT
To assess the feasibility of computationally simulating intracoronary blood flow based
on real coronary artery geometry and to graphically depict various mechanical characteristics
of this flow. Explanted fresh pig hearts were fixed using a continuous perfusion of 4%
formaldehyde at physiological pressures. Omnipaque dye added to lead rubber solution was
titrated to an optimum proportion of 1:25, to cast the coronary arterial tree. The heart was
stabilized in a phantom model so as to suspend the base and the apex without causing external
deformation. High resolution computerized tomography scans of this model were utilized to
reconstruct the three-dimensional coronary artery geometry, which in turn was used to
generate several volumetric tetrahedral meshes of sufficient density needed for numerical
accuracy. The transient equations of momentum and mass conservation were numerically
solved by employing methods of computational fluid dynamics under realistic pulsatile inflow
boundary conditions. The simulations have yielded graphic distributions of intracoronary flow
stream lines, static pressure drop, wall shear stress, bifurcation mass flow ratios and velocity
profiles. The variability of these quantities within the cardiac cycle has been investigated at a
temporal resolution of 1/100th of a second and a spatial resolution of about 10 microns. The
areas of amplified variations in wall shear stress, mostly evident in the neighborhoods of
arterial branching, seem to correlate well with clinically observed increased atherogenesis.
The intracoronary flow lines showed stasis and extreme vorticity during the phase of
minimum coronary flow in contrast to streamlined undisturbed flow during the phase of
maximum flow. Computational tools of this kind along with state of the art multi-slice
computerized tomography or magnetic resonance based noninvasive coronary imaging, could
enable realistic, repetitive, noninvasive and multidimensional quantifications of the effects of
stenosis on distal hemodynamics, and thus help in precise surgical/interventional planning. It
could
9
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insights

into

coronary

and

bypass

graft

atherogenesis.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The use of principles of mechanics to predict flow in vascular systems is not new. A
great amount of scientific effort has already been invested on calculating the mechanical
characteristics of physiological and pathological arterial blood flow [1-3]. Intracoronary flow
has been simulated with several degrees of approximation by various researchers.
Conventional one dimensional steady hemodynamic analyses have been performed on several
anatomically accurate models of the porcine coronary vasculature [4, 5]. Unsteady solutions
of a similar simplified set of equations that take into account the elasticity of the arterial walls
have also been presented [6]. Complete three-dimensional analyses of the mechanical
characteristics of coronary flow have so far been constrained to idealized tube like geometries
[7, 8] or more recently to isolated, segments of the real coronary anatomy without branches
[9-12]. The use of high speed computational techniques is rapidly changing the potential to
which such techniques could help in the diagnosis, management and even prediction of
vascular diseases. Herein this study we try to assess the feasibility of recreating pulsatile
blood flow in an anatomically accurate porcine coronary vasculature by using high speed
computational techniques.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques are capable of allowing realistic
simulation of vascular hemodynamics of patients in a completely virtual environment. An ‘a
priori’, objective, multidimensional quantification of the flow distal to a coronary stenosis for
example, would greatly assist the diagnosis and management of coronary artery diseases. In
the era of minimally invasive surgical approaches, where the surgeon has to adapt to
increasing restriction of use of native visual and tactile senses, CFD could assist preoperative
surgical planning.
It has been reported that mechanical properties of blood flow such as spatial and
temporal distributions of wall shear stress may contribute to atherogenesis and its
proliferation [13]. CFD simulations may prove to be useful in investigating the role of
hemodynamic stresses in atherogenesis. The purpose of this study is to investigate the
feasibility of creating a realistic computational model, which could be used in clinical practice
to provide objective information about the hemodynamic effects of vascular disease in the
coronaries as well as guide the preplanning of the best revascularization strategy. Furthermore,
we envision future uses of the developed methodology in interrogating the pathogenesis of
atherosclerosis and its connection with hemodynamics.
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3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Since in vivo acquisition of a three dimensional (3D) anatomy of patient specific
coronary arterial tree remains technically very challenging mainly because of the cardiac
motion, this study involved 3D modeling of the coronary vasculature of an explanted porcine
heart. However, all techniques and tools developed could be readily used on in vivo human
coronary tree acquisitions, as soon as they become routinely available.

Figure 3.1. Acquisition of porcine coronary anatomy.

3.2.1

Acquisition of 3D Coronary Geometry

Several fresh explanted porcine hearts were perfused with a suitable solution of
formaldehyde, omnipaque dye and lead rubber at physiological pressures so as to produce
uniformly solidified 3D casts. Titrating omnipaque dye (1 : 25 proportion ) in lead rubber
solution was found to be optimum in avoiding excessive opacification, the so-called “noise”
during CT scanning. A thermocol model suspending the heart at the ascending aorta and
stabilizing the apex in a slanted hole below was constructed to ensure stability during
scanning and to prevent any artificially caused deformations. A 4 row detector CT-scanner10
was used to perform 1.25 mm thick slices of the porcine heart as shown in Figure 3.1. The
10

Somatom Volume Zoom, Siemens Medical Solution, Erlangen, Germany
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scanning parameters used for image acquisition included : detector collimation, 4 x 1 mm;
slice thickness, 1.25 mm; pitch, 5; rotation time, 0.5 s; KVp, 180; mAs 400. The high mAs
value was required to reduce artifacts and background noise. The segmentation of the
coronary arteries from the CT slices was achieved semi-automatically in a bi-step manner
using commercially available specialized software, Amira 2.311.
In the first step, the software automatically segmented all the major branches based on
light intensity threshold settings. Secondly, registering minor vessel branches as well as the
addition of appropriate boundary endings was performed manually. The generation of an
initial surface triangular mesh representing the inner arterial wall was constructed by the same
software tool by utilizing a ‘general marching cube’ algorithm. To evaluate the segmentation
procedure, the reconstructed coronary arterial walls were overlaid on the object-specific CTslices for direct visual inspection Figure 3.2. Multiplanar reformation allowed comparison in
axial, coronal and sagittal views.

Figure 3.2. Three dimensional reconstructions of the coronary arteries.

3.2.2

Computational Simulation: Main Assumptions and Boundary Conditions

To begin with, this study focused on simulating flow in the Left main Coronary Artery
(LCA) and its main branches. The transient, incompressible, three-dimensional, equations of
momentum and mass conservation were numerically solved. The incompressibility of the
flowing medium is a plausible argument due to the liquid nature of blood and the relatively
low velocity magnitudes that are developing throughout the human systemic and pulmonary
circulations. The rheology of human blood was assumed to be Newtonian with a constant
11
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density of 1060 kg/m3 at 37°C and a constant dynamic viscosity of 0.0035 Pa·s. The viscosity
of blood is essentially constant at high shear rates (100 s-1 in average), provided that the
vessels’ diameters exceed 1 mm and that the hematocrit retains a physiological value [14].
Non-Newtonian flow effects dominate blood flow in much smaller vessels with diameters less
than 300 μm. In the present case the computational domain was sufficiently truncated by
removing all arterial branches that possessed a diameter less than 1 mm for the sake of
simplicity.
A periodical pulsatile volume inflow profile was applied as a velocity inlet boundary
condition. These data refer to the average physiological human coronary flow and has been
widely cited in the medical literature [15]. Based on this generic data, the average blood
inflow into the LCA was calculated to 57 ml/min reaching a maximum value of 105 ml/min
during the diastolic phase.
The general equations of hemodynamics, as expressed by the momentum conservation
equations, represent the balance of several kinds of forces [16]. In this case, the forces that are
exerted upon any fluid element of the flow field may be distinguished into transient inertial
forces, convective inertial forces, pressure and viscous forces. Several dimensionless
parameters are used in fluid dynamics in order to characterize the relative strength of those
forces and depend on the underlying geometry and boundary conditions. The Reynolds and
the Womersley numbers are the main parameters that characterize the flow under
investigation. They are defined below:

Re =

U D
μ

a=

And

D   


μ
2 

(3.1)

where U denotes the average inflow velocity, D is the vessel’s diameter,  is the density of
blood, μ is the dynamic viscosity of blood and  is the circular frequency of the pulsation.
The Reynolds number, which characterizes the ratio of the convective inertial forces of the
fluid to the viscous forces, has an average value of Re=108 for the inflow conditions that were
described above. Furthermore, it has a peak value slightly lower than Re=200 for the coronary
inlet diameter of approximately 3.4 mm. Under these conditions, the character of the flow can
be safely presumed to be laminar. In the case of stenotic coronary arteries, the local Reynolds
number may be significantly increased, thus warranting the use of an additional solver
validated for transitional flows. The corresponding Womersley number, which is the ratio of
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the transient inertial forces (due to the imposed unsteady oscillatory inflow) to the viscous
forces, is calculated to be =2.7. This value corresponds to a cardiac cycle of 0.75 s or 80
bpm, which is the period of the assumed physiological pulsatile inflow profile. A large value
for this parameter implies that the effect of the viscous forces does not propagate far from the
walls but remains confined to an attached boundary layer. This is the case for the larger
arteries of the human body like the aorta where the Womersley number is O(20) and the
inertial forces dominate. In the coronaries this parameter has a small value implying that the
exerted inertial forces are comparable to the viscous forces.
The spatial velocity profile at the inlet boundary surface, which stems directly from
the aorta, was assumed to be uniform. This approximation is expected to be sufficiently
accurate, considering that the LCA takes off at right angles to the orientation of the mean
aortic blood flow and also because of the fact that its diameter is about one 10th to that of
ascending aorta.
Furthermore, a no-slip wall boundary condition was imposed on every arterial wall.
Contrary to normal physiology, the influences of coronary motion were neglected, since no
reliable information about the complex human coronary artery motion is available. Currently,
efforts are being undertaken to obtain detailed in vivo motion information using biplanar
angiograms [17]. Conventionally, zero static pressure outflow boundary conditions have been
used at all artificial outlet sections. The selection of the above described boundary condition is
based on two premises. The first is to form a mathematically well-posed problem, while the
second is to abide by the actual physiology as closely as possible.
The numerical solution of the discretized set of flow equations was performed by a
finite volume, pressure correction Navier Stokes Solver CFD-ACE+12, which utilizes 2nd
order spatial and temporal discretization and multigrid acceleration. Implementation of case
specific boundary conditions was achieved by additional external user subroutines that are
coupled to the main solver. A time resolution of 100 time steps per cardiac cycle was proven
to be numerically sufficient.
3.2.3

Volumetric Mesh Generation

The complexity in the anatomy of the coronary arterial wall and lumen makes their
geometrical description possible only through unstructured meshes. The three dimensional
luminal volume was discretized into a multitude of tetrahedral geometrical shapes, Figure 3.3.

12
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This step was necessary to facilitate the discretization of the system of flow equations. Thus, a
series of unstructured volumetric meshes were constructed by the grid generator Gambit
2.0.413. Special care was taken for the generation of meshes with high numerical quality,
based on the initial representations of the inner arterial wall as derived by the segmentation
procedure. The employed meshes contained 565’132, 711’665, 982’714 and 1’137’182
tetrahedra respectively. A threshold value of 5% has been adopted for the maximum
permissible change in the numerically calculated values of pressure and velocity within the
flow domain. This criterion was shown to be satisfied between the last two of the constructed
tetrahedral meshes. Hence, the last mesh containing a total number of 1’137’182 elements
was affirmed to cover sufficiently the numerical requirements for stability and precision of the
present investigation. It must be noted here that the computational costs, in terms of CPU
power and memory consumption, increase exponentially with the total number of grid
elements. The selected final grid constitutes a good compromise between computational
tractability in terms of required time and accuracy.

Figure 3.3. (a) 3D view of the computational domain of porcine LCA and (b) tetrahedral discretization of
luminal volume.

The tetrahedral computational domain was truncated to maintain a minimum outflow
cross-sectional diameter of 1 mm in accordance with the basic assumptions stated in the
previous section. The various artificial domain boundaries, thus created, have been indicated
as inlet or outlet sections and numbered suitably Figure 3.3. Blood flows through the inlet,
into the computational domain and bifurcates continuously stepwise to the various arterial
branches until it reaches one of the 12 artificial outlets.
13
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3.3 RESULTS
The computational simulations have produced detailed quantitative information on the
hemodynamics of coronary flow under physiological pulsatile inflow conditions. These
include instantaneous discharge blood flow ratios, wall shear stress and graphical depictions
of intracoronary flow velocity profiles and streamlines.

Figure 3.4. Instantaneous blood flow in the LAD & the LCX.

3.3.1

Mass Flow

A quantification of the blood flow rates through the two main branches of the LCA is
shown in Figure 3.4. The instantaneous history of blood flux through each of the outlets of
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our computational domain has also been plotted. These graphics allow us to determine the
natural distribution of blood during pulsatile flow in the LCA system of this particular porcine
heart. Once the newer imaging modalities start providing reliable coronary geometries
including a 3D imaging of coronary stenosis, CFD techniques could define the extent of
deficit in flow and the extent of drop in perfusion pressure distal to the stenosis.
The mass flow calculations in this study demonstrated that 71% of the total blood
inflow is directed through the LAD and 29% through the LCx. This flow split ratio of 2.5 is
largely maintained throughout the entire cardiac cycle thus indicating the absence of any
significant stenosis or any major perfusion disturbances. A brief phase of flow reversal,
imposed in early diastole, is more prominent at the outlets located near the LCA inlet, while it
decreases progressively in outlets farther away. The effects of pulsatility are damped as the
flow progresses farther downstream in the LCA tree till the flow eventually reaches a quasi
steady capillary bed value.

Figure 3.5. Wall pressure drop: at maximum and minimum coronary flow.

3.3.2

Wall Pressure Drop and Shear Stress

Instantaneous wall static pressure drop with reference to the inlet and shear stress
distributions during the phases of maximum and minimum coronary inflow are depicted in
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 respectively. The maximum wall shear stress spatial variation was
calculated to be approximately 17 Pa, whereas the corresponding maximum wall pressure
drop reached to 250 Pa or equivalently to 1.875 mmHg. The value of the wall pressure drop is
a fair estimate of the pressure head needed to drive the flow through the various branches of
the coronary tree. Evidently, as long as the blood flux between two arbitrary network points
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increases, so does the corresponding pressure difference. The existence of a coronary stenosis
would also increase the required pressure difference for an identical amount of blood flow.

Figure 3.6. Wall shear stress distribution: at maximum and minimum coronary flow.

The average wall shear stress ranged from 0.01 Pa to 1.53 Pa for minimum and
maximum inflow respectively. These values lie within the baseline value of 2 Pa suggested
for most arteries in a wide range of species [2]. It can be clearly discerned in Figure 3.6 that
the wall surface, which surrounds the orifices of the various bifurcating arterial branches,
contains regions of significant spatial shear stress variations. Similar patterns may be
observed at both time instances that are depicted here. Additionally, it can be seen that the
regions of high and low wall shear stress interchange during the phases of maximum and
minimum coronary inflow, thus indicating the existence of significant temporal shear stress
gradients as well. Such circumstances are considered as evidence for the existence of
disturbed blood flow regions and pinpoint possible sites for atherogenesis.
3.3.3

Velocity Streamlines

A close-up view in Figure 3.7 of the instantaneous velocity streamlines in the vicinity
of the origin of second marginal branch of the LCx may reveal the underlying meaning of
disturbed flow as discussed above. As anticipated, during the phase of maximum coronary
inflow, the velocity field separates smoothly into two downstream branches. On the contrary,
during the phase of minimum inflow, a rather large vortical structure is generated causing
extensive recirculation at the entrance of the branch with the larger diameter. This is reflected
by large spatial shear stress gradients on the vessel wall.
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Figure 3.7. Coronary flow velocity streamlines: at maximum and minimum coronary flow.

3.4 DISCUSSION
This study aimed to explore the potential of computational techniques for simulating
intracoronary flows. Since conventional imaging of coronary arteries on the beating heart,
until recently, had been insufficient for use in computational flow simulation, this study tried
to derive an anatomically accurate three dimensional coronary arterial tree from an explanted
porcine heart by excluding coronary motion and thus avoiding the motion blur. However, it is
the complexity of the coronary geometry and blood flow physiology, which makes its
hemodynamic calculations extremely challenging.
Magnetic Resonance (MR) [18] and Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS) [19] based
techniques have been described to provide valuable diagnostic and anatomical information;
however their temporal and spatial resolution is usually not sufficient for deriving information
based on the differentiated velocity vector field such as the wall shear stress distribution [20].
CFD techniques, on the other hand can provide a significantly larger amount of information
on coronary flow dynamics, with greater spatial and temporal resolution, non-invasively, on a
patient specific basis and within a completely virtual environment.
The basic prerequisites for computational flow simulation in a vascular system include
an accurate volumetric 3D geometry, and realistic inlet plus outlet boundary flow conditions.
The adoption of a generic inflow boundary condition suitably fits to the scope of this study in
exploring the feasibility of intracoronary flow computations. However, use of magnetic
resonance based measurements of instantaneous inflow could go a long way to generate a
patient specific flow simulation. The choice of a general type of outflow boundary conditions
implies that all artificial outlets are positioned on arterial branches belonging to the same
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branch generation. There are several systems for classifying such tree like geometries [4].
Unfortunately, in most cases such classification is not practically feasible and great care is
needed in the field of image acquisition and segmentation. There is no particular difference
when substituting these with the ‘zero normal stress’ boundary condition, apart from the fact
that you get an unsteady pressure outlet profile. Whatever the case, the pressure drop
effectively remains unchanged. To provide realistic patient specific flow simulations however,
some sort of outlet pressure information would be needed. The problem of acquiring accurate
outlet boundary conditions on a said patient, which for the moment seems to require an
invasive procedure, is yet to be solved satisfactorily.
The absence of any phase shift in the blood flux profiles as shown in Figure 3.4 is of
course a simplification. It only respects the incompressibility of the continuum used in the
present calculations. It is the arterial wall distensibility that is expected to change the phases.
Currently we are in the process of developing all the modules that are necessary for these
calculations.
The complex independent motion of the coronaries as imposed by the movement of
the myocardium is a parameter that will have to be incorporated, to render greater accuracy to
such calculations. Experimental investigations aiming at coronary motion registration are
currently under way [17]. It is our purpose to utilize such data and evaluate any additional
inertial forces imposed on coronary blood flow. Most computational investigations on these
inertial effects have been constrained to simplified tube-like models of the coronary geometry
[7, 21]. In a more recent study of the effects of realistic coronary motion upon a model of the
right main coronary artery [22], it was shown that motion itself has little influence on the time
averaged values of the wall shear stress, which is the most sensitive quantity of our system.
On the other hand, it affects the instantaneous variations of the calculated quantities. However,
this influence is significantly smaller than the effects of pulsatility when compared to an
equivalent steady flow investigation [22]. Therefore, the inclusion of realistic coronary wall
cyclic displacement is expected to affect the instantaneous values of the shear stress and its
gradients. It is not expected to influence integrated quantities like the blood mass fluxes or
time averaged values of wall and shear stress distributions. In short, the currently available
scientific data suggests that the main characterizing factor of intracoronary flow is its pulsatile
nature, which is incorporated in our model.
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Figure 3.8. Post CABG graft coronary geometry acquired using Multi-Slice CT scanner.

That a generic dataset of human coronary flow physiology was used in a porcine
coronary geometry to develop this computational tool is a limitation of this study. However
with the availability of high resolution coronary geometries using state of the art Multi-Slice
CT scanners, the above developed tool is ready for adaptation and is suitable for offline
computations of in vivo hearts.
In spite of various challenges, the potential ability to visualize a coronary stenosis in 3
dimensions, in contrast to bi-plane imaging, to calculate mass flow ratios across branches and
to be able to objectively observe their influences on the distal end organ flow and pressure
appears a very exciting concept. Multi-Slice CT scanners providing isotropic datasets of high
temporal and spatial resolution that are optimal for three dimensional reconstructions, have
already brought into the realm of reality, the possibility of getting in vivo human coronary and
bypass graft images, as shown in Figure 3.8. The ability to perform such flow simulations on
a patient specific basis in a totally virtual environment, non-invasively and thus repetitively,
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could lend these techniques an important role as a predictive tool, which means that such
simulations could predict potential flare-up scenarios where preventive measures could be
instituted. Several investigations that are underway, reveal the important contributions that
CFD can offer when combined with presently available diagnostic techniques [13, 23, 24].
The presently developed model is in the process of being adapted to simulate flow in
graft to coronary geometries, e.g. end to side anastomosis. Further work would also be
required on deriving patient specific realistic boundary conditions. However, once successful
this tool could assist in precise surgical/interventional planning so as to impart the most
optimum flow characteristics to the graft-coronary geometry, thus improving the longevity of
the graft. It could eventually become complimentary to imaging devices such as the CT
scanner, so that the simulations can be performed and superimposed on a 3D image, offline or
online depending on the available computing abilities. One can foresee computations being
part of the imaging technology paralleling what color Doppler is to echocardiography. Once
non invasive coronary imaging matches the gold standard of cine-angiography, such
applications could provide a full data set of the actual luminal volume occupied by stenosis,
their effect on distal flow, their effect on exercise flow reserve and if need be repetitive non
invasive examinations to depict the progress or regression of disease. On the other hand these
techniques would be very useful in optimal designing and evolution of proximal and distal
graft anastomotic devices.
Hemodynamic stresses constitute one of the backbones for the development and the
progression of atherosclerosis. Reliable depiction of spatial distribution of shear stress in the
coronary arterial tree could provide a useful tool for studying the role of hemodynamic
stresses in atherogenesis [13].
With the presently available computational capabilities, such a simulation needs days
to be performed. However, with the continuous doubling of circuit density in computer chips
and hence expectantly of the computing speed in almost every 2 years, Moore’s law [25], we
would hope that these computations will be performed in shorter times. If this trend in
technological advancement continues for another couple of decades as expected, it will be
realistic to assume that computational tools shall provide unprecedented amount of objectivity
and discretization in observing biological flows. From the bioengineering point of view, the
challenge is located in developing a robust tool, which could predict the adaptation of the
coronary arterial system to a new pressure flow equilibrium relationship. The latter is directly
the outcome of the specific anatomy/geometry of the true lumen and of any topological
alterations incurred by disease or surgery.
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Equation Chapter 4 Section 1

4. A STUDY ON THE COMPLIANCE OF A RIGHT
CORONARY ARTERY AND ITS IMPACT ON WALL
SHEAR STRESS14
ABSTRACT
A computational model incorporating physiological motion and uniform transient wall
deformation of a branchless right coronary artery (RCA) was developed to assess the
influence of artery compliance and in particular of capacitance on wall shear stress (WSS).
Arterial geometry and deformation were derived from modern medical imaging techniques,
whereas the blood flow was solved numerically employing a moving-grid approach using a
well-validated in-house finite element code. The simulation results indicate that artery
compliance affects the WSS in the right coronary artery heterogeneously, with the distal
region mostly experiencing these effects. Under physiological inflow conditions, coronary
capacitance contributed to phase changes in the WSS time-history, without affecting the
temporal gradient of the local WSS or the bounds of the WSS magnitude. Compliance does
not cause considerable changes to the topology of WSS vector patterns nor to the localization
of WSS minima along the RCA. We conclude that, in addition to the inflow waveform and
the motion of the coronary arteries, compliance is an important factor affecting local
hemodynamics.

14

This chapter has been submitted for publication in:

D. Zeng, E. Boutsianis, M. Ammann, K. Boomsma, S. Wildermuth, D. Poulikakos, Journal of Biomechanical
Engineering (ASME).
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Throughout the arterial tree, including the coronary arteries, the distribution of
atherosclerosis is heterogeneous [1-3]: atherosclerotic plaques and wall thickenings are
localized to major bifurcations and the inner walls of curved segments. The focal distribution
of atherosclerosis is believed to be linked to hemodynamic factors [4, 5], including
hemodynamically induced shear stress on endothelial cells [3, 6-10]. Indeed, several
investigations have attempted to correlate low and oscillating shear stress regions [11] with
regions of increased intimal thickness and atherosclerotic plaque development or progression
in the coronary arteries [12, 13]. The endothelial cell layer is believed to be the key mediator
of any hemodynamic effect, whereas there is evidence of hemodynamic influences on intimal
thickening and on monocyte recruitment [14]. For instance, studies have shown that wall
shear stress due to blood flow affects the endothelial cell permeability to macromolecules
such as low-density lipoprotein (LDL) [15], an important aspect of endothelial function. It is
postulated that WSS may contribute to the formation of plaques by modulating the transendothelial uptake of LDL. However, the link between coronary hemodynamics and
atherogenesis has not been unambiguously elucidated, due in part to the fact that there are
multiple factors influencing coronary hemodynamics and not all of them are well understood
[16]. These factors include the 3-D complex artery geometry, the inflow waveform shape at
the ostium, and the motions and deformations of the arterial wall itself. Moreover, it must be
noticed that so far there is no reliable way of experimentally measuring wall shear stress in
vivo. In all of the previously mentioned studies, shear stress is calculated through
computational fluid dynamics simulations. Consequently, the accuracy of these results
depends heavily on the anatomical and physiological correctness of these modeling
approaches.
The abstraction of the coronary arteries as a system of tree-like 3-D curves
representing the centerlines of the arterial lumens naturally leads to the use of curvature and
torsion to describe coronary geometry and motion [17, 18]. In addition, cross-sectional shapes
of the arterial lumen are indispensable components of the coronary geometry. We therefore
designate the curvatures and torsions as “global geometric features”, and cross-sectional
shapes as “local geometric features”, of the coronary arteries. One of the distinguishing
features of the coronary arteries is that they undergo movement and deformations during the
cardiac cycle due to their attachment to the moving myocardium [19]. In view of the above
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classification of global and local geometric features, these motions and deformations can be
viewed as a superimposition of global and local geometric changes. The global changes refer
to variations in curvatures and torsions of the centerlines of arterial lumens, and the local
changes, also known as the compliance of the artery, refer to variations of the luminal crosssectional shapes, normally under the influence of local arterial pressure. Global geometrical
variations of the coronary arteries have been characterized through angiography [17, 19-23] as
well as experimentally in animal studies. In one of our previous studies, dynamic curvatures
and torsions of a right coronary artery were incorporated into a 3-D computational model
simulating blood flow [24]. Results from this study indicated that WSS was strongly affected
by the motion and deformation of the artery with a steady inlet flow condition, but under
physiological conditions, the inlet flow waveform at the ostium dominated over the artery
motion in determining the WSS in the RCA. The observation on the dominance of the ostium
flow waveform over artery motion was in agreement with the findings of other studies using
moving models of either the left or the right coronary arteries [25, 26]. However, compliance
of the coronary arteries was not considered in these models.
Berthier and coworkers [27] constructed CFD models based on RCA angiograms.
They studied the flow differences caused by assuming different vessel cross-sectional shapes
and sizes. Dynamic geometry of the artery was not considered, but their results suggested that
the section area changes should be carefully taken into consideration in addition to the vessel
curvatures and torsions. Another important aspect of realistic coronary anatomy is its tree-like
nature. Several investigations based on animal experiments have revealed information
regarding the morphology and size of the various vessel generations that form the coronary
arterial tree [28]. The branching pattern and vascular geometry of the coronary arteries are
non-uniform resulting in a heterogeneous perfusion of the cardiac muscle with obvious
physiological meaning. Blood flow patterns are significantly different in the vicinity of
bifurcations, and therefore the resulting WSS distributions can not be adequately estimated by
CFD simulations performed on isolated single arterial segments. Several studies have
appeared that focus on coronary artery bifurcations with varying degrees of sophistication.
Lately, Prosi et al. [25] investigated the influence of dynamic curvature on coronary artery
hemodynamics on a realistic model of the first bifurcation of the left anterior descending
(LAD) artery by attaching it to the surface of a sphere with time varying radius. The results
demonstrated that the vessel branch dominated the effects of dynamic curvature in the close
vicinity of the bifurcation.
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Qiu and Tarbell [29] proposed a compliant model in which the left circumflex
coronary artery was idealized as a curved pipe with distensible wall motion in the radial
direction. Their intention was to investigate the interaction between wall shear stress of blood
flow and the circumferential strain of the pulsating arterial wall. Vessel diameter and flow rate
waveform were based on data derived from animal experiments. They found that timeaveraged wall shear stress was not affected by the vessel compliance and flow waveform
dominated over the vessel compliance in determining the instantaneous wall shear stress. But
with oversimplification in the artery geometry and the global geometric variations ignored, it
is hard to extrapolate the results obtained in this study to realistic conditions. On the other
hand, Ramaswamy and co-workers [30] recently performed a fluid dynamics analysis in a
diseased segment of a human LAD in which both realistic motion and arterial compliance
were incorporated through a fusion of bi-plane angiography with intravascular ultrasound
images (IVUS). They showed that the arterial compliance led to substantial differences in the
circumferential distribution of WSS.
A physiologically realistic calculation of WSS requires sophisticated medical imaging
techniques. So far, patient specific simulations of in vivo coronary blood flows have been
possible only through the combination of bi-plane angiography and IVUS. The invasive
character of the latter presents us with a major drawback. In a recent attempt, Boutsianis et al.
[31] studied intracoronary pulsatile flow within an anatomically accurate reconstruction of the
first few branches of the left porcine coronary based on computed tomography (CT) scans.
Cardiac CT due to its superior spatial resolution and its non-invasive nature is emerging as a
powerful new modality.
In this work, we introduce a novel model in studying the impact of coronary
compliance on in vivo blood flow on a branchless model of a human RCA. The global
deformations were derived from biplane cineangiograms, while the artery compliance data
was obtained from Multi-Slice CT angiography. It was not technically possible to collect all
necessary data from a single patient; therefore our current model is a “quilt” consisting of data
from four patients: RCA lumen geometry from CT scans of a RCA cast (Canada), global
motion from bi-plane cineangiograms (USA), local motion (compliance) from Multi-Slice CT
images (Switzerland), and flow waveform from ultrasound measurements (Japan). Simulation
results will be presented and discussed in the light of evaluating the importance of arterial
wall compliance in affecting WSS distributions and variations.
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4.2 METHOD
4.2.1

RCA dynamic geometry

Global Geometric Variations
Global geometric variations of the RCA were extracted from biplane coronary
cineangiograms obtained from a 54-year-old male patient undergoing routine catheterization
for diagnosis of coronary heart disease. The RCA had no angiographically identifiable lesions
and the heart motion appeared normal. The spatial resolution of image acquisition was about 3
pixels/mm. Two orthogonal projections of the selected section of the RCA were obtained at
the rate of 12.5 frames/sec. A template matching technique in conjunction with a vessel
thinning algorithm was applied to each series of the RCA projections to derive two sets of
two-dimensional curves representing the frame-by-frame motion of the axis of the RCA
within each projection plane [18, 19]. Using these two sets of curves, a dynamic 3-D curve
representing the global motion and deformation (longitudinal strain and torsion) of the RCA
lumen was reconstructed, designating the RCA centerline. The in vivo positions of the RCA
axis at 10 selected instants during a cardiac cycle were determined with 374 markers along the
RCA. The measured section began approximately 1 to 1.5 cm from the ostium, and extended
to the inter-ventricular bifurcation. During the cineangiography, the laboratory coordinate
system was set up as follows: the positive x-axis direction pointed from the chest to the back,
positive y-axis direction from the feet to the head, and positive z-axis from the right to the left
hand of the patient. The standard views of the RCA axis were obtained accordingly. For
example, the anterior-posterior (AP) view was the view when looking into the positive x-axis
direction, and the medio-lateral view, in the positive z-axis direction.
The originally reconstructed RCA centerline was not spatially smooth containing
some “noise” at a level that was less than the imaging spatial resolution of 3 pixels/mm.
Therefore, a cubic B-spline interpolation was used to smooth the centerline and 126 markers
out of the initial 374 markers were tracked in time. These markers were numbered
sequentially starting from the proximal to the distal region, as marker 1, 2, etc. The markers
were roughly equally spaced, but the distance between two adjacent markers varied nonuniformly as the artery deformed.
To facilitate flow simulations, inlet and outlet extensions were added to the RCA axis.
Each extension consisted of a straight, fixed section and a curved section that connected the
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fixed section with the moving RCA axis. The curved section was a B-spline curve that
provided smooth connection between the fixed section and the moving RCA axis. The
stationary portions of the inlet and outlet extensions were both 1.5 cm long, the flexible inlet
section was about 1.2 cm long, and the flexible outlet section was about 3 cm long. Since the
cineangiography data represented the section of RCA starting approximately 1 cm to 1.5 cm
downstream of the ostium, the boundary between the stationary section and the flexible
section of the inlet extension corresponded approximately to the in vivo location of the ostium.
To derive the location of the RCA axis at an arbitrary instant during the cardiac cycle, cubic
spline interpolation with periodic end conditions in time was applied to the smoothed RCA
axis based on its known 10 frames of configurations.
Moving Contours Representing Global Geometric Variations
Clearly, a moving centerline of the RCA lumen is an incomplete representation of the
dynamic geometry, since cross-sectional information is missing. The spatial resolution of the
cineangiograms was insufficient to specify cross-sectional information about the artery, and it
was therefore necessary to supplement the moving axis with cross-sectional information.
There are several possible sources for this supplemental information: one can assume a crosssectional shape [24, 27], impose cross-sectional shapes determined from CT scans [31], or use
cross-sectional shapes measured by other in vivo techniques (e.g. ANGUS;[12]). In particular,
we used a procedure to map time-invariant but otherwise realistic arterial cross-sectional
information onto the moving RCA axis, as detailed elsewhere [32]. Briefly, the digital
representation of a RCA was derived non-destructively from CT scans of the cross-sectional
contours at multiple locations along a cast of a RCA [16]. The cast was obtained post-mortem
from a 47-year-old female patient who died of non-vascular causes. A total of 250 crosssections along the RCA lumen were acquired, resulting in an axial resolution of 0.5 mm. Each
cross-sectional scan had an in-plane isometric resolution of 0.23 mm. A smooth model
representing the RCA vessel lumen was obtained through processing these CT scans using an
image processing toolbox. One hundred twenty-six of the 250 contours were assembled onto
the 126 markers on the smoothed RCA centerline.
Under the assumption that the location and orientation of each contour were invariant
with respect to the local axis marker and axis tangential direction, the assembled contours
were displaced and rotated to follow the motion of the RCA centerline. The moving contour
set represented the dynamic geometry of the RCA lumen, and drove the motion of a secondorder tetrahedral mesh generated on the RCA model, through a semi-torsional spring analogy
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that coupled the moving contour set with the motion of the mesh nodes [32], Figure 4.1. The
distance and orientation between any two adjacent contours changed to reflect the change in
RCA axis length and in local tangent directions. On average, the distance that a marker
covered in one cardiac cycle is around 6 cm, while the total length of the RCA lumen
(excluding inlet/outlet extensions) is about 11 cm. Apparently, the RCA centerline
experiences complex 3-D motion and deformation through the cardiac cycle. Nevertheless, no
twisting of the contours about the local RCA axis was imposed. Consequently only global
wall motions were represented by the moving contours, for the shape of the contours was
invariant. In order to impose RCA compliance onto this dynamic RCA model, we obtained
compliance data from Multi-Slice CT scans of a patient specific case, as detailed in the
following section.
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Figure 4.1. Dynamic mesh of the RCA lumen incorporating the global geometric variations. Panel a:
meshes at time t/T = 0 and t/T = 0.6, where T is the cardiac period. Each point on the centerline traces out
a closed curve over a complete cardiac cycle. The two closed curves in the plot are path lines of two points
on the centerline. Panel b: magnified views of the centerline point trajectory near the proximal region.
Locations of the centerline point at 10 times in the cardiac cycle are shown. Panel c: the RCA model at t/T
= 0 is shown in the AP view. The curvature seen in the AP view is the primary curvature. Inner side of the
primary curvature is designated as the inner wall, the outer side the outer wall. The actual RCA lumen is
the section between marker 1 and marker 126, while the rest are inlet and outlet extensions. These
markers are distributed along the inner and outer walls in pairs.

Coronary Compliance Data Derived from Multi-Slice CT Images
Coronary compliance data were based on patient specific CT angiography carried out
on a patient suspected of coronary artery disease. The diagnostic examination was performed
at the Institute of Diagnostic Radiology of Zurich University Hospital on a 64-slice CT
scanner installed recently. This latest CT scanner is capable of providing 0.4 mm of nearly
isotropic voxels in a rotation time of 0.37 sec, thus increasing significantly the spatial and
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temporal resolution when compared against previous types. This 64-slice CT scanner is now
in routine operation at the University Hospital Zurich and the particular dataset that we used
to analyze coronary compliance belonged to a large group of patients in a study of the
accuracy of the 64-slice CT technology performed at this institute, as detailed in [33].
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0.2158

0.1123

0.6

0.1297

0.1465

0.0919

0.1935

0.1423

0.1408

0.1935

0.0919

0.7

0.1444

0.1234

0.1393

-

-

0.1357

0.1444

0.1234

0.8

0.1743

0.1514

0.0892

-

-

0.1383

0.1743

0.0892

0.9

0.1695

0.1462

0.1135

0.1179

0.1607

0.1416

0.1695

0.1135

Table 4.1. Cross-section areas (in cm2) of the RCA lumen at different times in a cardiac cycle. The time is
normalized by the cardiac period. Cut 1, cut 2, etc. refer to the locations with the different cut planes,
counted from the proximal to the distal region. For cut 4 and 5, data at two time points is missing due to
poor image quality.

The CT images were segmented semi-automatically using Amira15 3.0 & 3.1 based on
light intensity threshold settings to obtain unstructured three dimensional surface
reconstructions of the lumen of the RCA at six time points during the cardiac cycle. Four
surface models were complete representing the RCA trunk, while the other two were not, due
to difficulties in image segmentation caused by the non-optimal distribution of the contrast
material at the respective time instants. The RCA centerline of each reconstruction was
derived using Amira 3.0. Tangent, normal and bi-normal vectors at each point of the
centerline were computed based on a B-spline representation with optimal knot sequence
distribution. To examine the cross-sectional area of the RCA lumen at a particular location, a
cut-plane was generated in Amira 3.1, with the plane’s normal being the local tangent of the
RCA centerline. The area of the intersection was directly read out from Amira. Along the
RCA centerline, five cut planes at different locations were created on the four complete
surface models, while only three cut planes were made on the remaining two. Landmarks
were placed at the ostium and bifurcations along the RCA trunk, to assist selecting cut-plane
locations and ensure that each cut plane intersected the corresponding anatomical location
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consistently at different times. The measured cross-sectional areas at the cut planes are shown
in Table 4.1. End diastole (ED) is at time t/T = 0.2, while end systole (ES) is at time t/T = 0.5,
where T is the cardiac period. The spatially averaged area at each time point was obtained
from the five or three cut planes. We used periodic spline interpolation in time to construct the
averaged area as a function of time throughout the whole cardiac cycle. This averaged area
A(t )
versus time is shown in Figure 4.2a, along with the area ratio, defined as k(t ) =
, where
A(t =0)

A(t) is the spatially-averaged cross-sectional area of the RCA lumen at time t. We note from
Table 4.1 that there are considerable variations in the measured cross-sectional area along the
RCA centerline. Variations are expected due to the partial embedment of the coronary arteries
in the moving and deforming myocardium, arterial wall elasticity and pressure wave
propagation and reflection upon the main coronary branches and the terminal arterioles. In
addition, manual segmentation does bring in errors in the area measurement. Although
modern CT technology made it possible to segment the coronary arteries not only at a single
but also at multiple time instances within the cardiac cycle, image resolution cannot be
uniformly maintained throughout the cardiac cycle. In this first step study, the small number
of intersections, along with the fact that so far we have data belonging only to a single patient,
prompted us to consider only the change in the spatially-averaged area. This also minimizes
the errors originated during the segmentation process. The average deviation between the
maximum and minimum area measurements along the RCA and the spatially averaged values
is about 25%. The magnitude of the maximum cross-sectional area change from systole to
diastole is about 15%.
Furthermore, an approximation of the speed of pressure wave propagation within a
branchless coronary by the Moens-Korteweg equation, yields a value around 10 m/s,

c=

Eh
D

(4.1)

where E is the Young’s modulus of elasticity, h is the wall thickness, D is the vessel’s
diameter and  is the density of blood. Normal values for the above mentioned parameters are:
E = 1 MPa,  = 1060 kg/m3 and h/D = 0.1. Hence, it becomes obvious that the wavelength of
the pressure waves in the coronary arteries is of the order of 10 meters, which is rather long
when compared to the RCA lumen length of 11 cm that is modeled in this study. Therefore,
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the adoption of a spatially-averaged temporal cross-sectional area change is justified for our
present RCA model.
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Figure 4.2. Panel a: Average cross-section area of the RCA lumen within the cardiac cycle. Panel b: Flow
rate waveform imposed at the inlet for pulsatile simulations. The time is normalized by the cardiac period,
T = 0.8 sec, and the flow rate by the time-averaged flow rate. The average cross-section area waveform is
synchronized with the flow rate waveform by matching the ED and ES time points to those of the flow
rate waveform, respectively.

The average cross-sectional area waveform agrees well with coronary physiology and
the findings of other studies performed using IVUS [34-38]. It is clear that the coronary area
variation is out of phase with coronary mass flow. According to Figure 4.2, the RCA dilates
during systole while the aortic pressure is rising. During the diastolic phase, pressure drops in
the coronary arteries and thus contraction takes place. The minimum luminal area is reached
near the end of diastole. On the contrary, coronary flow maximizes during diastole, being
significantly lower during systole. The main difference is that blood flux is mostly dependent
on the resistance of the terminal coronary capillary beds, which maximizes during systole. On
the other hand, aortic pressure influences the luminal area of the proximal coronary segments.
A proximal pressure increase during systole when combined with the narrowing of the distal
capillaries will result in the dilation of the proximal coronary luminal volume to account for
the inflowing blood. In diastole, the drop in the terminal resistance and the contraction of the
coronary lumen is sufficient to maximize blood flow despite the decrease of the aortic
pressure.
By adopting the long-wavelength assumption, we neglected the dependency of area
waveform on centerline locations [29], and superimposed the cross-sectional shape changes
onto the moving RCA model as shown in Figure 4.1, by adjusting the shape of each contour
as follows
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(

 
 
P' = r( s,t ) + k(t ) P  r( s,t )

)

(4.2)


where r( s,t ) is the position vector of the intersecting point between a contour and the RCA


centerline, with s being the curve length from the ostium. P' and P are the adjusted and

original position vectors of the point on the contour intersecting the RCA centerline at r( s,t ) ,
respectively. The above adjustment was performed each time after a global geometry change
was imposed, i.e., the contour set was moved following the motion and deformation of the
RCA centerline. We therefore obtained a dynamic contour set that represented both the global
and local geometric variations, which in turn forced the motion and deformation of the
tetrahedral mesh on the RCA lumen.
We examined the quality of the dynamic mesh against the one without compliance.
The compliance increased the aspect ratios by less than 3% on a mesh containing 115,950
elements (176,475 nodes).
4.2.2

Flow simulations

Governing Equations
The 3-D incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations were solved using the Galerkin
finite element method. The NS equations were written in the Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian
(ALE) formulation, with the time derivative in referential form and the spatial derivatives
transformed into the spatial domain [39, 40]. The ALE form of the NS equations were nondimensionalized using the following scaling parameters: length R, time  1 , velocity U0 and
pressure either U 0 2 for Re>1 or

μU 0
for Re<1. In the RCA flow model, R corresponded to
R

the inlet radius,  to cyclic pulsation frequency (radians/sec), and U0 to the spatially and
temporally averaged inlet velocity. Using these scaling parameters, in the absence of body
forces, the NS equations were written in the following non-dimensional form [39]:

ui
=0
yi
u
 2ui
ui
p

|x + Re(u j  u j G ) i =  Re1
+
t
y j
yi y j y j
2
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(4.3)

in  y

where Re1 = max (1, Re),  and Re were the Womersley parameter and Reynolds number,
respectively

a= R

Re =




(4.4)

U0  R

(4.5)



and  was the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.  y was the deforming spatial domain in which
the flow problem was posed, and ujG were components of nodal mesh velocity calculated as

uj

G

a 2  y j 
=


Re  t 

(4.6)

x

Note that the time derivatives in the above equations were reference time derivatives [39, 40].
Flow Conditions
We carried out simulations with both a steady inlet flow and a pulsatile inlet flow. For
steady inlet flow simulations, a fully developed (Hagen-Poiseuille) velocity profile was
specified at the inlet. For pulsatile inlet flow simulations, Womersley velocity profiles were
specified at the inlet, based on a RCA flow rate waveform measured in vivo in an ostensibly
normal 56-year-old female, shown in Figure 4.2b normalized by the time-averaged flow rate,
Q0 = 1.65 ml/s [16, 41]. The steady inlet flow rate was set equal to Q0. The values of other
parameters were: inlet radius, R = 1.24 mm, mean inlet velocity Uo = 34.25 cm/s, blood
kinematic viscosity  = 3.65 cS, blood dynamic viscosity μ = 3.8 cP, and cardiac period T =
0.8 s. The corresponding steady inlet Poiseuille wall shear stress was 41.9 dyne/cm2, the
Reynolds number (based on inlet radius and Uo) was 116.35, and the Womersley parameter
was 1.82.
The no-slip condition was applied at the vessel wall. Since all nodes on the vessel wall
were treated as material nodes, the non-slip condition implied that the fluid velocity was equal
 
to the mesh velocity on the wall ( u = u G wall ). A traction-free condition was applied at the
outlet.
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It is possible to separate the effects of global and local geometric variations in a
numerical simulation to assess their relative importance in determining WSS variation. We
therefore focused on the following two types of simulations.
Case 1. Pulsatile inlet flow with global geometry changes.
Case 2. Pulsatile inlet flow with both global and local geometry changes.
The inlet flow rate waveform, global and local geometry changes had to be
synchronized since they were from three different patients. We identified the ED (t/T = 0.2)
and ES (t/T = 0.6) time points in the flow rate waveform, global and local geometry changes,
and synchronized them within one cardiac cycle using the time normalized by the
corresponding cardiac period [42].
The mesh used for the computation contained 115,950 second-order tetrahedral
elements, corresponding to 176,475 nodes. Based on our previous mesh dependency studies
using this dynamic but non-compliant RCA model, there would be an average difference of
about 4% between the WSS obtained on this mesh and the mesh-independent solution [24].
Therefore, we did not use a finer mesh to run the simulations, mainly for maintaining a
relatively low CPU cost.
The simulation was carried out using a well-validated, in-house FEM code that solved
in-compressible flows in a moving/deforming domain through combining the ALE
formulation of the NS equations and a mesh-updating algorithm [32, 42]. The flow was
calculated for 3 cardiac cycles, and we examined the difference in WSS along the inner wall
at the same time point between consecutive cycles. For example, at t/T = 0.1, the maximum
WSS and average differences were 86% and 9%, respectively, between the first cycle and the
second cycle, while the differences were 0.7% and 0.1% between the second and the third
cycle, indicating that the solution was converged on the third cycle.
4.2.3

Post Processing

Wall shear stress values were computed in a post-processing step. Of particular
interest were WSS profiles along the epicardial (inner wall) and pericardial (outer wall) sides
of the RCA, Figure 4.1c. We devised an algorithm to automatically select pairs of material
points (one point on the inner wall and a corresponding outer wall point) and to extract WSS
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values along the local axial direction of the RCA model at these points. Inner and outer wall
points were determined by visual inspection of the artery in the AP view at t = 0.0 s.
Several instantaneous maps of wall surface traction vectors were also examined for
both the cases with compliance and without compliance. The surface traction vector is defined
as:

 
   
tS =   n     n i n  n

(

)

(4.7)



where  is the calculated stress tensor and n is the surface normal vector. This is the shear

stress vector field on the arterial wall. We used the field line plots of the shear stress vectors
and contour plots of the shear stress magnitude to provide the directional pattern of the
shearing forces exerted by blood flow.
Unless stated otherwise, WSS values were normalized by the steady inlet Poiseuille
WSS value (41.9 dyne/cm2). When plotting WSS as a function of position, we neglected the
inlet and outlet extensions that were added to the computational model. Time and distance
were normalized by the cardiac period and the total length of the RCA model, respectively.

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.3.1

Effects of compliance on instantaneous WSS distribution

The WSS spatial distributions along the RCA at several time instants within the same
cardiac cycle were examined. WSS with compliance is either lower or higher than that
without compliance, depending on the time instant examined. The WSS distributions along
the inner and outer walls for both Case 1 and Case 2 are shown in Figure 4.3. for two time
points (t/T = 0.4 and 0.7). At t/T = 0.4 (mid-systole), due to the fact that the artery lumen is
enlarging faster than the increase in blood flow, compliance reduces the WSS. At other times,
the reverse occurs, e.g. at t/T = 0.7 (early-diastole) when the artery lumen contracts whereas
blood flow is at a local minimum. The RCA compliance affects the WSS in the entire model.
However, this effect is heterogeneous in both time and space. Considerable change in WSS
caused by the compliance is noticed in the distal region, while little is observed in the
proximal region. This is in fact the result of mass conservation: the flow rate in the distal
region has to adjust more to balance the additional flux caused by the compliance of RCA
wall than the proximal region. Moreover, the coronary arteries taper along their length.
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Therefore, as the artery wall contracts or expands, more pronounced effects of RCA
compliance are observed in the distal region. Finally, according to Figure 4.3, the abovementioned behavior applies equally to the inner and outer coronary walls, implying that there
is not any significant interaction between compliance and curvature.

Figure 4.3. WSS distribution along the inner and outer walls at times t/T = 0.4 (panel a, c) when the artery
contracts and t/T = 0.7 (panel b, d) when the artery dilates, from both Case 1 and Case 2 simulations. The
distance is normalized by the total length of the RCA lumen. The inlet and outlet extensions are excluded
when calculating the WSS.

We defined the WSS difference between the flow with compliance and the flow
without compliance as

WSS =

Sc  S
 100%
S

(4.8)

where Sc and S denote the instantaneous WSS values at one location with and without RCA
compliance, respectively. The WSS values quantify the effects of RCA compliance on WSS.
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We checked this difference at several locations along the RCA lumen, as shown in Figure 4.4.
There were peaks in WSS time-history of each marker that corresponded to fast contraction
or expansion of the artery, inducing instantaneous changes in WSS of up to 70% in magnitude
when compared against the non-compliant case. These changes were sustained throughout the
cardiac cycle at both the inner and outer walls. By examining the magnitudes of WSS at
different markers, it was further confirmed that artery compliance affected the distal more
than the proximal region. Nevertheless, we must bear in mind that the current computational
model involves a branchless domain. The outflow into the branches is neglected, causing a
higher-than-physiological outflow rate at the distal RCA. Consequently, the calculated WSS
values are exaggerated because of the expected volumetric flux increase there. The displayed
WSS values at the proximal markers, e.g. at marker 1, are a more realistic estimate of the
effects of compliance on WSS. The instantaneous differences in WSS are limited to 20 % in
this proximal region.

Figure 4.4. WSS difference at markers 1, 60 and 125 was checked during a cardiac cycle. We examined
the WSS difference at both the inner (Panel a) and outer (Panel b) walls. In Panel a, cross-sectional area
ratio is also shown to represent the RCA compliance. The locations of the markers are shown in Panel c of
Figure 4.1.

The WSS values at several points on the RCA wall were also examined throughout the
cardiac cycle. Examples of such time-histories are shown in Figure 4.5, for the inner and outer
walls at markers 5 (proximal region) and 87 (distal region). The inclusion of the compliance
causes considerable differences in WSS magnitude through most of the cardiac cycle, and its
influence is more pronounced in the distal region, in agreement with what has already been
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observed and explained. Additionally, Figure 4.5 reveals that RCA compliance affects WSS
by inducing a time phase shift between the compliant and the non-compliant cases, which is
again more pronounced at the distal marker. The overall shape of the time-history curves is
similar between Case 1 and Case 2. The phase shift is consistent with the history of area
change as shown in Figure 4.2a: at times when the artery lumen dilates, WSS decreases,
whereas higher WSS is induced when the artery lumen contracts. The RCA compliance does
little to change the lower or the upper bound of the WSS time-history curve.

Figure 4.5. WSS time-history at marker 5 (Panel a, c) and marker 87 (Panel b, d). WSS on inner wall is
shown in the upper row, outer wall, the lower row. Note that the scales of y-axis are the same in all panels.
Marker 5 is in the proximal region, and marker 87 is close to the distal region. Inlet flow rate waveform is
plotted in panel d.

The imposed spatially-averaged temporal variation of the cross-sectional luminal area
is effectively representing the capacitance of the investigated RCA. This is the underlying
cause of the observed deviations between the compliant and the non-compliant WSS curves.
Capacitance has a very important physiological function in the cardiovascular system. It is the
property of storing blood when the artery dilates and propelling it forward when the artery
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contracts. In the present case, capacitance is one of the main reasons that support blood flow
in early diastole, when the input aortic pressure drops. The introduction of the temporal area
change has accounted partially for the fluid-structure interaction effects that develop in the
realistic case. The magnitude of this phase change is an indicator of the relative importance of
arterial elasticity, and hence compliance, in determining realistic values for the WSS. Pressure
wave propagation and reflection are not incorporated in the present model. In spite of that, the
current approach is valid in the branchless RCA model given the expected long pressure
wavelengths.
The effects of the pulsatile inflow waveform are revealed through cross-examining the
WSS time-histories against the inlet flow rate, Figure 4.5d. The overall shapes of the WSS
time-history curves in both Case 1 and Case 2 are close to that of the flow rate waveform,
indicating that the inlet flow rate waveform is still a primary factor determining the WSS
condition, especially WSS temporal gradients, in the RCA under realistic conditions.
Previous studies indicated that the physiological inflow waveform dominated over
either the compliance [29] or the global deformations of the coronary artery [24-26]. However,
in those studies the inflow waveform, the global deformations, and compliance, were not
incorporated into a single model. In this work, we simulated blood flow under simultaneous
influences of these three factors, and the results suggested that both coronary compliance and
the inflow waveform significantly affect WSS. Therefore, we conclude that a physiological
inflow waveform and the contribution combining the “global” and “local” geometric
variations are required to determine coronary hemodynamics in vivo. In a recent study on a
LAD model [30], Ramaswamy and co-workers reached a similar conclusion. The anatomical
data used in their study were derived from a fusion of bi-plane angiography with IVUS. The
major difficulty is that IVUS, an invasive procedure, has to be performed at several different
time instants during a cardiac cycle. In our work, we adopted modern CT imaging, which is a
non-invasive modality with superior spatial and temporal resolutions and therefore appears to
be more favorable.
4.3.2

Effects of compliance on the spatial WSS distribution

The spatial distribution of the wall shear stress, as presented in Figure 4.6, further
provides qualitative as well as quantitative information on the spatial patterns of the shearing
forces directly affecting the endothelium. A closer inspection on these patterns reveals that
complex recirculation zones develop in the vicinity of the proximal part of the RCA (near
marker 5) during the second half of the diastolic phase. Appearance of these recirculation
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zones coincides with inflow deceleration during that period of the cardiac cycle. These
particular areas coincide with the regions of minimum WSS, which has been proposed as a
possible atherogenic hemodynamic factor. It has been noted that the direction of the WSS
vectors is largely aligned with the proximal distal flow direction. It is only at this location and
during the indicated time interval that these patterns appear, suggesting that they could
provide us with another indicator for determining atherosclerotic prone sites. Furthermore, it
is clear from Figure 4.6 that compliance does little to affect the localization of this low WSS
region.

Figure 4.6. Contour plot of WSS magnitude in a proximal region at time t/T = 0 (left column) and t/T = 0.1
(right column), for Case 1 (Panel a, b) and Case 2 (Panel c, d). The curves in Panel a through d are the
field lines of WSS vectors. The position of the region on the whole RCA domain is indicated by a square in
Panel e.
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4.4 SYNOPSIS AND FUTURE WORK
We derived in vivo RCA compliance data from Multi-Slice CT images and
incorporated them in our computational model of a moving and deforming branchless RCA.
Results from pulsatile flow simulations showed that coronary compliance caused significant
change in WSS when compared against non-compliant models, indicating the appreciable
effects of compliance on coronary hemodynamics. The effects were heterogeneous, with the
distal regions affected more than the proximal region of the RCA. Under physiological inflow
conditions, coronary compliance contributed to phase changes in local WSS time-history,
without affecting the temporal gradient of the local WSS or the bounds of the WSS magnitude.
It was also observed that compliance affected neither the spatial patterns of WSS vector line
plots nor the localization of WSS minima along the RCA.
There are limitations in this study. We used a spatially averaged area to represent the
compliance of the RCA, while the artery wall compliance may require far more parameters to
be sufficiently described, e.g. the twisting of the luminal cross-sections. The presented
approach has therefore focused on the capacitance effects of the proximal RCA wall and
incorporated the external motion imposed by the myocardium. Such an approach may indeed
be justified within a coronary model without branches. We intend to improve this model by
introducing a non-averaged area ratio distribution along the RCA lumen. We modeled only
the trunk of the RCA by ignoring all of its branches. Inclusion of the first major branches of
the RCA into the calculations is expected to moderate the observed differences in WSS values.
The in-vivo situation though, would also require the modeling of pressure wave transmission
and reflection. A computational model that includes the first RCA branches, global motion,
and incorporates a full fluid-solid interaction approach is needed in this case.
Finally, the medical data used in our current model originated from four patients.
Nevertheless, the computational model performs equally well with data from any sources, and
therefore the methodology developed in this work promises to be a useful platform for
studying patient-specific coronary blood flows for diagnostic purposes. In the future, the
study will be progressed toward obtaining data from a single patient with purely non-invasive
techniques: Multi-Slice CT technique has the potential of providing centerline motions (of the
trunk and major branches), luminal geometry and arterial wall compliance data
simultaneously. In vivo measurement on blood flow rates through the various branches of the
coronary tree will be further pursued with the recent advances in magnetic resonance
velocimetry.
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Equation Chapter 5 Section 1

5. A CFD AND PTV STEADY FLOW INVESTIGATION IN AN
ANATOMICALLY ACCURATE ABDOMINAL AORTIC
ANEURYSM16
ABSTRACT
A combined Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) and Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) investigation of the developing flow field within an aneurismatic abdominal aorta is
conducted. The study was carried out under averaged steady physiological flow conditions
and for an anatomically accurate, Computer Tomography-derived vasculature segment. In this
way, simultaneous improvement by cross-validation between the two approaches was
possible. Our first goal was to examine the feasibility of performing reliable three
dimensional velocity measurements by PTV in anatomically realistic arterial segments, which
has not been attempted so far. The second goal was the establishment of a hybrid unstructured
grid generation technique specifically suited to such irregular geometries. The grid
independency of the presented computational results was accomplished in a consistent and
straightforward way that has taken into account the expected features of the investigated flow
field and the local spatial scales of the surrounding geometry. The presented results have
confirmed the agreement between the numerical simulation and experimental data by
successfully quantifying the large recirculation zones that characterize aneurismal flow.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The focal characteristics of atherosclerosis and intimal thickening along with their
plausible connection with low and oscillatory Wall Shear Stress (WSS) distributions [1, 2]
sustain a considerable interest in arterial flow mechanics. Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms
(AAA) form secondary to atherosclerosis due to atrophy or necrosis of the arterial media. The
prevalence in the general population above the age of 65 is approximately 9% [3]. A threshold
value of 5 to 6 cm for the maximum transverse diameter is routinely used to recommend
elective repair, i.e. surgical or endovascular treatment. Several other biomechanical
parameters can be taken into account to formulate case specific indicators of the risk of
rupture [4]. The comparison of the hemodynamics within a physiological versus an
aneurismal abdominal aorta is of particular interest. In the former case, atherosclerosis
predilection sites referring to the disease onset may be revealed. In the latter case, the actual
loading and strength of the diseased wall are targeted. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
has been utilized to quantify relevant hemodynamics indices based on velocity, WSS and
pressure within the aneurismal sack [5, 6]. This is a task of increased difficulty stipulating
advanced grid generation techniques and experimental cross-validation because of the
complexity of the underlying anatomy and the need for in-vivo physiological and/or
pathological boundary conditions. We review computational and experimental studies that
have been utilized to visualize and/or quantify hemodynamics in the abdominal aorta and
various AAA models.
5.1.1

Hemodynamics in the Physiologic Abdominal Aorta

CFD studies in the physiological abdominal aorta preceded those of AAA cases.
Shipkowitz et al. [7] studied three-dimensional WSS distributions under steady axial inflow
conditions in a rigid model that included the renal and iliac bifurcations and in a follow-up [8]
upgraded the inlet velocity profile by considering the secondary flow within the descending
aorta. Lee [9] produced steady simulations in a model that in addition included tapering, the
celiac trunk and the superior and inferior mesenteric arteries. Steady flow simulations
revealed basic branching flow characteristics, i.e. WSS maxima located around bifurcation
apexes and low WSS regions with possible recirculation along the lateral walls depending on
the applied mass discharge ratios. Further regions of low WSS with or without recirculation
are predicted along the posterior aortic wall at the level of the diaphragm due to the visceral
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branches. Taylor et al. [10, 11] conducted pulsatile simulations under resting and graded
exercise conditions in a similar rigid model, which included the major branches, tapering and
the physiological lumbar curvature. Under resting conditions, a recirculation zone formed
along the posterior wall of the infrarenal aorta in late systole lasting through diastole as well.
This zone, in addition to the region between the superior and inferior mesenteric arteries upon
the anterior wall, correlated well with low time-averaged WSS and with high WSS temporal
oscillations. Both steady and averaged unsteady results are in good agreement and underline
the beneficial effects of exercise by the attenuation and/or elimination of adverse
hemodynamics such as recirculation and low WSS.
Multi-branch stiff aortic models have been investigated experimentally with a variety
of techniques. Ku [12] and Moore [13] used a blown glass model of the physiological
abdominal aorta for flow visualization by dye injections under various steady and pulsatile
flow regimes. In a similar subject specific glass aorta, Pedersen et al. [14] produced transient
flow visualizations by photographing the path lines of neutrally buoyant Amberlite particles
of about 100 m in diameter at various illumination planes. Subsequently, they used [15] the
same model and flow conditions to quantify instantaneous orthogonal velocity components at
several points within three cross-sections along the aortic centerline with a Laser Doppler
Anemometry (LDA) system. Velocity measurements taken within this model were used to
quantify mean and oscillatory WSS and correlate it with an intimal thickness index obtained
by histomorphometric methods [16]. Non-invasive, in-vivo velocity quantification in the
abdominal aorta was benefited by development of specialized Magnetic Resonance (MR)
procedures and cross-validation versus multigated Doppler ultrasound (US) [17]. Moore et al.
[18, 19] acquired axial pulsatile velocity measurements at three cross-sections by MR in the
same glass aortic model and under the boundary conditions that were used for flow
visualization in [12, 13]. Their results were in accord with the subsequent computational
investigations by Taylor [10, 11]. Finally, a comparison of in-vitro and in-vivo axial velocity
measurements by MR [20] revealed good qualitative agreement but at the same time
underlined the importance of actual in-vivo boundary conditions. More recently, MR was
utilized to measure in vivo the effects of lower limb exercise on blood flow, axial velocity and
WSS in the abdominal aorta [21].
5.1.2

Hemodynamics in Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms

CFD investigations in AAA cases commenced with analytical branchless three and/or
two-dimensional axis-symmetrical models under steady and unsteady boundary conditions for
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a physiologically realistic range of Reynolds numbers [22, 23]. The importance of asymmetry
was pointed out by three-dimensional investigations in single and double aneurysm
geometries by Finol et al. [24] and Kumar [25] respectively. Asymmetry develops mainly
because the posterior wall of the infrarenal aorta is constrained by the presence of the
vertebral column. These studies have indicated that recirculation zones with annular vortex
growth and shedding are present within the aneurismal sack during the systolic deceleration
and diastole. Low and oscillatory WSS reside along most of the aneurismal wall depending on
the degree of asymmetry. The highest WSS and WSS gradients are reached at the distal end.
On the other hand, wall pressure remains nearly uniform along the expansion. Significant
pressure oscillation has been reported at or near the distal aneurysm exit as well, indicating
susceptibility to rupture.
Experimental investigations in similar simplified AAA models have been undertaken
by several researchers and largely verify the CFD results. Diverse approaches have been
reported. Fukushima and colleagues [26] visualized pulsatile flow in glass aneurysm models
by releasing disc shaped aluminum particles with a mean diameter of 20 m and
photographing their trajectories in an illuminated plane. Asbury et al. [27] utilized color
Doppler imaging for visualization and Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) to quantify axial
velocities within symmetric elliptic and rigid AAA models, under steady inflow conditions
spanning from laminar to fully turbulent regimes. In this study the aneurysm models were
constructed from a castable silicone elastomer17. LDV was also utilized to measure centerline
velocity in pulsatile experiments for realistic resting and exercise inflows by Egelhoff [28].
This study involved a wide range of symmetric AAA sizes and an asymmetric one.
Turbulence was observed only for large AAA sizes under exercise conditions. In vivo
pulsatile resting flow conditions, exhibiting a triphasic waveform, were successfully
simulated in fusiform AAAs that were fabricated as solid elastomeric17 blocks by Peattie [29].
Two-dimensional transient velocity data were presented at 50 points along each of a series of
seven diameters across the longitudinal center-plane by a dual-beam LDV system. The
working fluid was an aqueous solution of sodium thiocyanate that matched the refraction
index of the elastomeric wall. Additionally, wall pressure measurements were acquired by
drilling small holes and connecting them to pressure transducers. Digital Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) was used by Bluestein [30] under steady conditions in another axissymmetric AAA model at a 10:1 scale to enhance resolution. The working fluid was water;
17
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seeded with reflective latex beads with a diameter of a few m. Measured velocity vectors
along the longitudinal symmetry plane as well as the dividing streamline of the recirculation
zone within the aneurysm bulge were in good agreement with corresponding numerical results
for laminar flow. Nevertheless, refractive index mismatching produced significant optical
distortion near the wall. Finally, unsteady PIV velocity quantifications were reported by Yu
[31] under sinusoidal pulsatile inflow conditions along the longitudinal symmetry plane of
axis-symmetric AAA Pyrex glass models. Nylon powder 50 m in diameter was used to seed
the flow.
5.1.3

Scope of the Present Investigation

The majority of the aforementioned computational and experimental investigations are
limited to idealized models. The complexity of the abdominal aorta and the variability of the
AAA forms encountered in clinical practice hinder the extraction of definitive conclusions
from the existing literature. Modern medical imaging modalities, i.e. Computed Tomography
(CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), enable the reconstruction of patient specific
arterial geometry. A trend has developed to utilize anatomically accurate AAA
reconstructions to simulate blood flow dynamics [32], or pure mechanical wall stress
distributions [33] and more recently fluid-solid interactions [34]. Unstructured tetrahedral
grids are the intuitive option resulting to meshes with multi-million tetrahedrons in order to
maintain sufficient element quality. More efficient techniques suited to patient-specific
anatomical characteristics are now appearing. Wolters et al. [34] put forward a hexahedral
meshing technique that adapts a standardized bifurcated mesh according to the centerlines and
the boundary surface of the segmented AAA.
Anatomically realistic CFD investigations warrant analogous experimental validation.
Recent advances in rapid three-dimensional prototyping have permitted the construction of
accurate replicas of virtually any organ. MR velocimetry usually targets the normal velocity
component upon a given cross-section. Long acquisition times, especially when all three
velocity components are interrogated, and insufficient resolution hamper its application both
in in-vivo and in-vitro settings. CT is the preferred modality in clinical practice [35], since it
accomplishes superior anatomical resolution including the visualization of atherosclerotic
plaque. PIV methods achieve high spatial resolution but are inherently two-dimensional.
Stereo PIV allows estimating also the out of plane velocity component, though the
observation volume remains a thin illuminated layer. LDV is a very accurate threedimensional velocimetry technique with an exceptionally high temporal resolution. On the
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other hand, its point-wise nature is also mal-suited to resolve fully the velocity field within a
realistic AAA model, when compared to instantaneous full volume 3D measurements
methods as described below.
An alternative is Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV), which is another quantitative
flow visualization technique based on obtaining flow information from measured threedimensional trajectories of tracer particles. PTV consists of identification, coordinates
assignment and tracking of individual particles. The technique relies on recording multiple
synchronous images of the illuminated particles in the flow field. Historically, this technique
has rarely been applied because of the intensive effort necessary to measure coordinates of a
large number of flow markers in many images. Maas et al. [36] and Malik et al. [37] have
substantially improved the PTV technique by exploiting digital image processing and
photogrammetry in three-dimensional coordinates determination and by implementing
automated particle tracking schemes. Their system was capable of determining coordinate sets
of some 1000 particles in a flow field at a time resolution of 25 datasets per second. The PTV
method was successfully used by Virant [38] to obtain Lagrangian velocity fields in
turbulence and turbulent diffusion and by Luthi [39] for vorticity dynamics in turbulent flow.
Kieft et al. [40] applied the PTV technique to the wake flow behind a heated cylinder and
validated its accuracy with the exact solution. In these PTV configurations, the entire
volumetric region of interest is simultaneously illuminated and the particles trajectories are
recorded. Recently, Hoyer and colleagues [41] developed Scanning Particle Tracking
Velocimetry (SPTV). In SPTV, the flow field is recorded by sequential tomographic highspeed imaging of the region of interest accomplishing tracking of an average of 3500 particles
per time step. PTV has not been used so far in experimental hemodynamics but has already
been tested under highly complex flow regimes.
The purpose of this study is to take advantage of modern CT technology in
anatomically realistic AAA flow investigations. CFD simulations are utilized by developing
appropriate grid generation techniques and are cross-validated by PTV experiments in an
anatomically accurate AAA replica under averaged steady resting boundary conditions.
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5.2 METHODS
5.2.1

Anatomical Data Acquisition and Model Reconstruction

In order to produce a realistic three-dimensional model of a patient’s anatomy, CTdatasets were acquired by a 4-row-detector CT-scanner18. The selected patient had a fusiform
aneurysm in the infrarenal aorta with a maximum diameter of approximately 5.5 cm. An event
triggering protocol19 starting data acquisition at a predefined level of opacification in a
monitored region was utilized. In the present case, this region was placed inside the distal
thoracic aorta. Helical type data were captured at a rotation time of 0.5 s. The patient had
received 150 ml of non-ionic contrast material20 at an injection rate of 3 ml/s.
The lumen of the aortic section beginning 6 cm above the celiac trunk to the external
iliac arteries including the main branches, celiac trunk, renal arteries, superior mesenteric
artery, common and internal iliac arteries, was segmented semi-automatically by utilizing the
specialized commercial software Amira 3.1.121. Thrombus was present and was excluded. It
also blocked completely the inferior mesenteric artery. An initial triangular unstructured
surface mesh was built over the marked volume using the marching cube algorithm.
Constrained smoothing was applied by means of a Laplacian filter. The resulting geometrical
information on the anatomy of the inner aortic walls was used for the construction of a thick,
flexible and transparent silicone elastomer 22 phantom to facilitate the experimental flow
investigation. External arterial walls were built to ensure structural stability, targeting the
minimum possible wall thickness to minimize optical distortion. The thinnest walls were
approximately 1.5 mm thick. This model was manufactured by means of rapid prototyping23
at a scale of 1.5:1 to increase the spatial resolution and was mounted within a custom built
transparent glass tank, shown in Figure 5.1a. To minimize deviations between the
manufactured model and the original patient anatomy, the tank with the phantom was scanned
filled with a mixture of calcium chloride and water that matched the density of the working
fluid. The acquired CT scans were segmented and smoothed as before to generate the luminal
surface reconstruction for the computational domain, depicted in Figure 5.1b. A common
18

Somatom Volume Zoom, Siemens Medical Solution, Erlangen, Germany

19

CARE Bolus System, Siemens Medical Solution, Forchheim, Germany

20
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21

Mercury Computer Systems Inc., Duesseldorf, Germany

22
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23
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coordinates system was used that was placed at the inner bottom left corner of the tank. To
allow for a direct comparison between experiments and simulations, the computational
domain was retained in the in-vitro scale.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.1. Three dimensional luminal surface reconstructions of a patient specific AAA: (a) silicone
replica in glass tank and (b) shaded unstructured surface mesh overlaid with CT slices.

5.2.2

Experimental Arrangement

Flow Circuit
To establish flow through the silicone phantom, a closed circuit system was assembled,
shown in Figure 5.2. A mixture of 40% water and 60% glycerol at 23 oC with a density of
1156 kg/m3 served as the working fluid through the model as well as for filling the glass
vessel around it. This was deemed necessary for matching the index of refraction between the
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running fluid and the phantom’s walls to minimize optical distortion. The refraction index of
the silicone model was measured by a handheld refractometer24 at 1.413.

Figure 5.2. Schematic of the flow circuit with indicated parts: (1) reservoir, (2) gear pump, (3) bypass-able
filter, (4) electromagnetic flow meter, (5) contraction to condition inflow, (6) AAA model in glass tank, (7)
main flow connections, (8) optional flow connections, (9) terminal outlets at equal height.

The flow was driven by a variable speed volumetric pump at 10.1 l/min. Its speed was
regulated by measuring the achieved total inflow in the AAA model by a highly accurate
electromagnetic flow meter. The required flow rate was determined by the law of dynamic
similarity to achieve a Reynolds number of 560, corresponding to averaged inflow resting
boundary conditions [19]. The inlet of the model was placed in the supraceliac section of the
aorta and had a diameter of 4.45 cm. The kinematic viscosity of the water-glycerin mixture is
8.3·10-6 m2/s at the temperature of 23 oC. Furthermore, an inflow conditioner was placed just
upstream of the phantom’s inlet to control the spatial velocity profile at the AAA inlet. The
device consisted of two parts. The upstream part was a smooth contraction containing a filter
mat to introduce pressure drop and achieve a uniform velocity distribution. The downstream
part was an interchangeable straight pipe, the length of which permitted us to control the
development of the spatial velocity profile. A 60 l tank served as the main reservoir of the
working fluid as well as the collection point for all outlets, suitably positioned to maintain a
constant outflow pressure. To simplify things in this feasibility investigation, no effort was

24
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made to adjust the flow discharge ratios through the various aortic branches. Nevertheless, the
acquired volumetric flux through each outlet was measured by the stopwatch and receptacle
method to provide boundary conditions to the computational simulations. For 30 seconds the
fluid flowing from each outlet was collected and afterwards weighted. This procedure was
repeated two times for each outlet and the averaged results are shown in Table 5.1.
AVERAGE WEIGHT

DISTRIBUTION

VOLUMETRIC FLUX

[gr]

[%]

[m3/s]

654.5

10.817

1.821·10-5

Left Renal

744.5

12.305

2.071·10-5

Right Renal

738.5

12.206

2.055·10-5

Celiac

785.5

12.982

2.185·10-5

Left Ext. Iliac

785.0

12.974

2.184·10-5

Left Int. Iliac

713.0

11.784

1.984·10-5

Right Int. Iliac

844.5

13.958

2.349·10-5

Right Ext. Iliac

785.0

12.974

2.184·10-5

OUTLET
Sup.
Mesenteric

1.683·10-4

TOTAL
Table 5.1. Distribution of outlet volumetric flow rates.

Particle Tracking Velocimetry Setup
The PTV hardware setup consists of three main components: an image acquisition
system, an illumination facility and the tracer particles. A high speed video camera system25
was used, with a lens26 of focal length, f = 50 mm. The camera was positioned in front of a
four-way splitter prism and a set of four secondary mirrors was used to capture four different
perspectives of the region of interest. The mirrors, the prism and the camera were mounted
onto an optical trail, as shown in Figure 5.3. Images were recorded with a resolution of four
times 512 x 512 pixels at 250 frames per second. A mercury vapor lamp27 was used as a light
source to illuminate the tank through the bottom window. To limit illumination only to the
region of interest a light guide and an aperture were used underneath the tank. Particles with
25

Fastcam-ultima APX

26

Nikkor

27

HTI 400, Osram
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diameters spanning from 200 to 315 m were used as fluid tracers and were added directly to
the reservoir. To check whether significant discrepancies might arise between the fluid and
particles motion we estimated their settling velocity Vs by Stokes’ law, assuming that they
were spherical, and compared it with the expected average inlet velocity Vm.

(

)

d2

Vs =
 p   f  g
18μ

and Vm =

Re v
D

(5.1)

Where, d = 300 m is the particle diameter, p = 1026 kg/m3 is the particle’s density, f =
1156 kg/m3 is the fluid’s density,  = 9.6·10-3 Pa·s is the fluid’s dynamic viscosity at the

operating temperature, g = 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration,  = 8.3·10-6 m2/s is the
fluid’s kinematic viscosity, Re = 560 is the Reynolds number and D = 4.45 cm is the AAA
inlet’s diameter. The resulting velocities are Vs = 6.6 10-4 m/s and Vm  0.1 m/s respectively.
The velocity ratio, Vs/Vm  6.4·10-3, shows that the buoyancy effects can be neglected and
that these particles are suitable for this experiment.

Figure 5.3. Depiction of the image acquisition system with the mirrors, the prism, the camera and the
calibration target.

The actual experimental measurements comprise of three sequential steps: i)
calibration of the camera orientation with respect to the observation volume, ii) recording of
particle images, iii) post-processing, involving stereoscopic matching, tracking over time and
further analysis of the resulting velocity field. Camera calibration was performed prior to each
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measurement by photographing a dedicated target, which had markers with known
coordinates on its surface at three different depth levels. The target was placed inside the tank
at the current region of interest of the AAA model, as shown in Figure 5.3. The utilized setup
is automated and is capable of tracking about 1000 particles simultaneously. The maximum
and minimum resolvable velocities were estimated at approximately 2 m/s and 12.5 mm/s for
a camera frame rate of 250 Hz, an estimated absolute position error of 50 m and a seeding
density of 1.4 particles/cm3. These numbers imply a mean particle distance of about 9 mm.
The obtained results consisted of three-dimensional coordinates and corresponding velocity
vectors within each region of interest. An extensive description of the entire experimental
setup and procedure may be found in [42].
5.2.3

Computational Fluid Dynamics Setup

Grid Generation
As shown in Figure 5.1b the computational domain is rather complex consisting of the
main trunk of the abdominal aorta and eight branches including three bifurcations. In this
paragraph, we present an unstructured grid generation approach specifically developed for
usage with such irregular geometries. The original luminal surface reconstruction consists of a
very fine non-uniform unstructured mesh with approximately 1.6 million triangles. The size
of these elements was dictated by the marching cube algorithm of Amira 3.1.121 in order to
achieve the best possible resolution for the targeted luminal surface based on the segmented
CT scans. The generation of a uniform unstructured volumetric mesh starting from a surface
mesh of such density is practically impossible, since the number of the generated tetrahedrons
will be in the order of tens of millions. It is imperative to decrease the number of faces upon
the luminal surface. This was accomplished by interpolating upon the original reconstruction
towards a sparser uniform triangular mesh of about 200,000 elements with the commercial
grid generator Gambit 2.2.3028. This new mesh is termed as the “initial mesh” and represents
the given luminal surface for the procedure that is described below.
The elements of a volumetric mesh should satisfy certain criteria of geometrical
quality based on aspect ratio and skewness definitions. Modern commercial grid generators,
like Gambit, ensure that the vast majority of the generated elements satisfy these criteria. In
addition, an appropriate volumetric mesh should abide by a few general rules. Firstly, the
elements’ size or volume should be smaller in the near wall regions because of the higher
28
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velocity gradients there. Secondly, the grid should maintain the same level of resolution
within the various sites of the targeted domain. This means that both surface and volumetric
elements should be allowed to rescale from a branch with a large diameter to a branch with a
smaller one. Effectively, any two cross-sections should approximately have the same number
of elements regardless of their diameter. Thirdly, hexahedral elements are better suited to
regions where the flow is largely streamlined. This allows us to increase their aspect ratio
along the main flow direction and thus decrease the required amount of elements to grid a
given region. Conversely, tetrahedral elements perform better in regions with intense
recirculation. Finally, there should be an orthological way to produce successive grid
refinements by changing a selected set of size parameters. Although this is straightforward in
structured grid applications, this is not so when unstructured meshes become involved. In the
latter case, an increase of the number of the mesh nodes does not cause an analogous decrease
in the size of the elements.
We proposed a hybrid technique that manages to satisfy the above set of criteria by
splitting the luminal volume into manifold and non-manifold subsections and filling them
with tetrahedral and hexahedral elements respectively, as shown in Figure 5.4a. The
procedure starts by specifying the number of nodes upon all boundary and dividing edges that
are formed. The length of the created intervals is given as a constant fraction of each edge’s
perimeter, R1. The three-dimensional “wall” luminal surfaces that are bounded by two or
more dividing or boundary edges are gridded next. Those walls that belong to non-manifold
volumes are meshed with quadrilateral elements generated by the repeated projection of the
corresponding edges’ mesh in the longitudinal direction. The size of the generated
quadrilaterals is controlled by R1 in the circumferential sense and by R2 in the longitudinal
direction. R2 is defined as a weighted fraction of the end edges’ perimeters and is in general
larger than R1. The wall surfaces that bound manifold volumes are meshed with triangular
elements. The gradual resizing of the generated surface elements is achieved by specifying
linear size limitation functions upon each of the corresponding end edges. The targeted
minimum triangle side is given by the respective R1 length scale at the close proximity of
each edge. Each edge sizing function also specifies a maximum allowable length scale for the
farther away elements, which is four times the minimum size. The sizing functions growth
rate was set uniformly at 1.05.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.4. Overview of the generated luminal surface mesh: (a) division into manifold and non-manifold
domains, (b) definition of the main gridding parameters Ri, (c)-(e) successive refinements (grids 1-3) of the
surface grid in the vicinity of the renal branches.
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Subsequently, the cross-sectional faces bounded by both boundary and dividing edges
are gridded either with quadrilateral or with triangular elements depending on whether they
belong to a non-manifold or manifold volume respectively. Those faces that form the
intersections between manifold and non-manifold domains possess different grids on each
side forming arbitrary interfaces. The non-manifold regions are gridded with hexahedral
elements that are produced by sweeping the mesh of the cross-sectional end faces. On the
other hand, the manifold volumes are filled with tetrahedral elements. Finally, to manipulate
the size of the generated elements within each volumetric region a combination of prismatic
boundary layers and additional linear sizing functions was used. All of them were attached
upon each surrounding wall surface. The size of each prismatic layer grows according to a
geometric series and the total height is limited to 7.5% of the average of the corresponding
edges perimeters divided by . A new parameter, R3, again defined as a weighted fraction of
the corresponding end edges’ perimeters was used to control the size of the first layer of the
prismatic elements as well as the elements minimum allowable size in the sizing functions
definition. In these cases, the maximum allowable size was specified as 2 times the minimum
size and the growth rates of both the prismatic boundary layers and the sizing functions were
set at 1.2.
Mesh No.

R1

R2

R3

Total Elements

1

0.075

0.150

0.025

597,550

2

0.060

0.120

0.020

963,299

3

0.045

0.090

0.015

1,813,568

4

0.030

0.060

0.010

4,590,701

Table 5.2. Generated mesh particulars.

This procedure has been programmed as a user subroutine in Gambit’s own scripting
language to allow for the parametric generation of several grids based on the a priori
specification of the three parameters R1, R2 and R3. A depiction of the definition of these
parameters in the inlet region is given in Figure 5.4b. We produced four successively finer
grids whose particulars are detailed in Table 5.2. A general view of the generated surface
grids in the vicinity of the renal branches is shown in Figure 5.4, panels (c), (d) and (e), for
the first three meshes.
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Main Assumptions and Boundary Conditions
In order to cross-validate the computational and the experimental results the applied
boundary conditions were matched to those of the experimental setup. An experimentally
derived three-dimensional velocity profile was specified at the inlet. The volumetric outflow
rates of Table 5.1 were imposed at all outlets by means of fully developed parabolic spatial
profiles, except from the outlet of the right external iliac artery where the static pressure was
set to zero. This was necessary to formulate a well-posed fluid dynamics problem. By virtue
of the continuity equation and the incompressibility of the running fluid, the flux through this
specific outlet matched the indicated value of Table 5.1. The transformation upon the
respective boundary surface meshes of all velocity boundary conditions, experimental and
analytical, was done according to an interpolation methodology based on the SchwarzChristoffel mapping between simply connected polygonal domains29. The walls of the AAA
model did not move during the performed steady flow experiment. In general, the walls of the
abdominal aorta are not expected to move significantly under average resting conditions [43].
Therefore, a no-slip velocity boundary condition was imposed at the inner arterial walls.
To allow for an easier comparison with the experimental results all simulations were
performed at the in-vitro scale. The computational fluid was assumed to have a Newtonian
behavior with the density and viscosity that were specified above for the water-glycerin
mixture. Therefore, the fluid dynamics is fully governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. The
flow was assumed to be incompressible, laminar and steady. A multi-physics solver, CFDACE+30, was utilized to solve the governing equations. This code is based on a finite volume
discretization method and utilizes a pressure-velocity coupling variant of the SIMPLEC
algorithm. The numerical solution was acquired with second order spatial accuracy, while an
algebraic multi-grid convergence acceleration technique was employed.

5.3 RESULTS
5.3.1

Grid Independency Study

In order to check the grid dependency of the computational results, we performed
CFD simulations with the first three meshes of Table 5.2 and under the experimental
boundary conditions. It was not possible to utilize the fourth mesh due to memory restrictions.
29

The methodology is described in “Chapter 2” of this thesis.

30

ESI Group CFD, Paris, France
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All calculations were carried out in parallel on a 32 bit dual Xeon 3.0 GHz windows
workstation with 4 GB of RAM. It can be easily seen from Table 5.2 that the total number of
volumetric elements nearly doubles between successive refinements. This rate is surpassed at
the last refinement level. The computational time spanned from 2.6 hours for mesh 1 to
almost 12 hours for mesh 3. A decrease of six orders of magnitude in the equations residuals
was achieved in all cases.
To establish a common ground for comparing the simulation results we studied several
planar cross-sections within the AAA model, all of which revealed similar behavior. One of
them, at Y = 0.14 m, running through most of the computational domain and intersecting both
tetrahedral and hexahedral volumes is shown in Figure 5.5. This figure consists of four panels.
Each panel presents results on a specified variable, U-velocity, V-velocity, W-velocity and Ppressure respectively. Line contour plots of each variable within the selected plane are shown
for the first three meshes, distinguished by different colors. Respective line plots of each
variable and mesh along the indicated line path upon the investigated cross-section are plotted
in Figure 5.6. A plot of the encountered cell volumes along this line path for each mesh is
superimposed to the panels (a) - (d) of this figure. A careful inspection of the various subplots
of Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 reveals that there is excellent convergence between the
investigated grids for all solved variables. The velocity line contours overlap throughout the
computational domain including the near wall regions. Visible contour differences exist only
within the central AAA region but in all directions remain below 1% along the indicated line
path. By observing the cell volume lines we notice that the regions with the most significant
change in cell volume within the AAA coincide with the regions of greater velocity
differences. It is noticed that this region is gridded with tetrahedral elements and experiences
significant lateral recirculation. From a CFD point of view this is expected and acceptable at
the observed scale.
Pressure reveals similar variations of less than 1%, with the sparser mesh predicting
larger absolute values. Once more, a comparison with the cell volume distribution along the
prescribed line path reveals that the numerical differences intensify at the regions of large
resolution changes. In contrast to the velocity comparisons, pressure variations are visible in
both the upstream hexahedral domain as well as within the AAA tetrahedral domain. Taking
into account the small levels of discrepancy observed it is safe to assume that we have
reached at a converged solution. It is also worth mentioning that the intended mesh resizing of
the proposed gridding technique is shown evidently in the cell volume distribution curve. The
cell volume ratios between successive meshes along the investigated line path ranged between
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40% and 80% with the exception of the level of the celiac trunk when passing from mesh1 to
mesh2, as depicted in Figure 5.6e. The localization of the line path was chosen at the vessel’s
centerline where larger cells reside. The refinement of this region is the most difficult to
achieve in unstructured meshes. This means that the adopted meshing strategy resulted in
actual cell volume reductions in both structured and unstructured domains. Finally, it is also
clear that the utilization of arbitrary interfaces, indicated by the abrupt cell volume changes in
Figure 5.6, did not produce any spurious variations in the solved variables. All subsequent
numerical results that are presented in this study were acquired with the third mesh.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.5. Contour plot comparisons of velocity [m/s], pressure [Pa] and cell volume [m3] distributions,
panels (a)-(d), along a planar cross-section at Y = 0.14 m. The meshes 1, 2 & 3 are depicted in red, green
and blue color respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5.6. Line plot comparisons of velocity [m/s], pressure [Pa] and cell volume [m3] versus the Xcoordinate [m], panels (a)-(d), along the indicated planar polyline in Figure 5.5. Panel (e) displays the cell
volume ratios between successive meshes along the same path.
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5.3.2

Experimental Measurements and Comparison with Simulation Results

Measurements were performed at four different locations along the AAA model as
indicated in Figure 5.7. These sites were: i) the inlet of the silicone model in the supraceliac
section of the aorta, ii) the neck of the aneurysm, iii) the anterior aneurysm sack and iv) the
iliac bifurcation. Another observation volume was located at the level of the visceral branches,
however the measurements could not be used due to unfavorable lighting conditions there. At
each sector, the experimental results were interpolated on to a fixed Cartesian grid of 30 x 25
x 20 points along the X, Y and Z directions respectively.

Figure 5.7. Experimental measurements overview.

The region of the supraceliac aorta was scanned in order to provide the required
velocity boundary conditions at the inlet of the computational domain, which was formed by a
planar cross-section at X = 0.545 m. Velocity magnitude contour plots with the overlap
between the numerical and experimental grids are shown in panels a, b & c of Figure 5.8 in a
local coordinate system attached to the inlet. It is readily deduced that the inflow conditioner
functioned properly and a partially developed inflow profile was generated with little or no
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secondary flow. We imposed this requirement to the inflow velocity profile to approximate
conditions of systolic flow [17]. Additionally, a comparison between the total volumetric flux
measured by the electromagnetic flow meter and the integration of the experimental velocity
field showed a difference of 2.8%.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.8. Inlet spatial velocity distribution.

In Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, we present representative contour plots
between experimental and numerical velocities along various planar cross-sections and
velocity directions within the investigated AAA. An additional row of line subplots, one for
each cross-section, accommodates the direct quantitative comparison of the respective
velocity components. The large lateral slow recirculation zone within the aortic bulge is
clearly defined by both approaches, as shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. In effect, there is
only a thin fast helical forward flowing stream that is confined in the anterior and left side of
the aorta.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9. Comparison of experimental and computational velocity distributions along planar crosssections within the AAA sack, as well as along indicated lines lying within these cross-sections: (a) Uvelocity at X = 0.19 m and (b) W-velocity at Z = -0.04 m.
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The posterior wall and most of the central region experience very low velocities. This fact has
been sufficiently documented by both numerical and experimental investigations in models of
the physiological aorta. This is a typical feature of flow within a bend. In this AAA case the
effect of the lumbar curvature is exaggerated by the dilatation of the infrarenal aorta. The
direct velocity comparisons along the presented line intersections reveal some discrepancies
in the definition of the width of the fast flowing regions in both Y and Z directions.
Nevertheless, the predicted high velocities show almost zero variations, whereas the
differences increase in the slower moving regions as much as 15% of the maximum predicted
values. The entrance to the main AAA region is of particular interest because in case of an
endovascular stent placement this region is indicated for the proximal anchoring site.
Characteristic distributions of velocity magnitude contours are shown along a planar crosssection at X = 0.28 m in Figure 5.10b. The formation of a fast entrant jet attached to the left
wall is presented in excellent agreement by both the experimental and numerical results.
Finally, the panels (a) and (b) of Figure 5.11 present two axial cross-sections just upstream
and downstream the iliac bifurcation. The V magnitude velocity contours reveal the diverging
directions of the distal AAA region. In effect, the flow of the anterior side is directed towards
the left iliac artery, while the flow from the posterior side enters the right iliac artery. The
magnitude line plots in Figure 5.11a show differences up to 7% as well as an abrupt
termination of the experimental data. Also, a significant difference around 30% in the Vvelocity magnitude exists within the right iliac artery. On the other hand, the profile within
the left iliac artery shows good correlation.
A possible reason for this difference as well as for the observed discrepancies in the
lengths of the fast moving flow regions may lie on the fact that the silicone AAA model and
the computational domain differ slightly. The silicone model dilates during the experimental
flow measurements due to the internal flow pressure. Although the computational domain was
acquired by scanning a filled AAA model with its tank, it was not possible to establish a
flowing circuit or impose a uniform internal pressure within the confines of the CT scanner.
In general, the experimental results were in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with
the numerical results. The resolution of the experimental data was deemed satisfactory in all
sections except in the near wall regions on the posterior side. A residual optical distortion
remains a constraining factor when viewing tangentially to the silicone wall. In such
conditions, the scattered light follows an unfavorable optical path, in terms of incident angle
and perceived wall thickness. All three velocity components were predicted consistently
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within the bulk of the AAA model, while their accuracy increased in analogy to their
magnitude.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10. Comparison of experimental and computational velocity distributions along planar crosssections within the AAA sack and the AAA neck, as well as along indicated lines lying within these crosssections: (a) U-velocity at Z = -0.04 m and (b) U-velocity at X = 0.28 m.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11. Comparison of experimental and computational velocity distributions along planar crosssections within the Iliac bifurcation, as well as along indicated lines lying within these cross-sections: (a)
V-velocity at X = 0.16 m and (b) V-velocity at X = 0.13 m.
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5.3.3

Wall Pressure and Wall Shear Stress Distributions

A major advantage of CFD investigations is that they can provide quantifications of
pressure and shear stress distributions with no extra effort. Thus, in order to conclude this
patient specific study into steady AAA hemodynamics we present surface contour plots of
wall pressure, in Figure 5.12a, and WSS magnitude, in Figure 5.12b, for both the posterior
and anterior sides.
It becomes apparent that under steady flow conditions, Re = 560, the pressure drop
from the supraceliac aorta to the iliac bifurcations is very small at about 12 Pa in the in-vitro
scale or equivalently 3.8 Pa in-vivo. Furthermore, pressure is nearly constant within the
aneurismal bulge. The pressure drop intensifies through the various branches and depends
significantly on the local morphology, size and branching angle, as well as on the specified
mass discharge ratios. In the present case all outlets received approximately the same amount
of flux but apparently larger pressure drops are needed to drive the flow through the left and
right renal arteries. Under realistic resting flow conditions the total outflow from the four
visceral branches should increase about 18% [12]. The maximum increase is required at the
celiac trunk by 7% which shows a rather small pressure drop and apparently receives too little
flow under the present experimental setup. Under pulsatile flow conditions the amplitude of
pressure difference oscillations is expected to reach approximately 300 Pa in the in vivo scale
from the supraceliac aorta to the iliac arteries [44]. This value corresponds to almost 950 Pa
under the utilized experimental scale according to Re dynamic similarity. Significant pressure
variations occur in the vicinity of the iliac bifurcation even under the presented steady flow
conditions. Under pulsatile conditions, values of the instantaneous pressure there are expected
to rise above the corresponding levels in the supraceliac aorta. This should be taken into
account when planning for transient experimental investigations since it may affect the
stability of thin-walled silicone models.
The results on WSS are in agreement with published data from investigations in the
physiological aorta. The posterior walls experience consistently lower WSS than the anterior
ones. The anterior aneurismal wall reveals intense WSS spatial variation, which is caused by
the coexistence of slow and fast lateral recirculating velocity regions, shown in the previous
section as well. Figure 5.13 presents a broader overview of the flow field within the entire
model by depicting velocity streamlines. Typically, maximum WSS values occur within the
various branches and at the iliac bifurcation. The wall regions around their orifices display
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both large and low WSS areas in close proximity. This is a well documented observation in
the area of the visceral and the iliac arteries and is attributed to the complex branching flow
patterns that develop in order to divert sufficient flow from the main trunk of the aorta. The
intensity of the spatial WSS variations is expected to increase in accordance with the amount
of diverting flow as well as under physiological pulsatile flow conditions. It is also worth
mentioning that the WSS magnitude is consistently lower than the pressure magnitude, which
is an indication that WSS may only contribute to the weakening of the aortic wall in an
indirect way through a malfunctioning endothelium. The direct mechanical loading of the wall
must be attributed to pressure.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.12. Contour plot distributions upon the anterior and posterior sides of the aortic wall of: (a)
pressure [Pa] and (b) wall shear stress magnitude [Pa].
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Figure 5.13. Velocity streamlines within the AAA model colored by the velocity magnitude [m/s].

5.4 DISCUSSION
The current study has utilized modern CT and rapid prototyping technology to
investigate a patient specific AAA case. A combined PTV and CFD investigation of the
developing flow field within the entire abdominal aorta was carried out under averaged steady
physiological flow conditions. In this way, simultaneous improvement by cross-validation
between the two approaches was possible. Our goal was twofold:
The first aim was shifted towards examining the feasibility of performing reliable
three dimensional velocity measurements by PTV, which has not been attempted so far in an
anatomically correct geometry. Although other modalities such as LDV, PIV and MR
velocimetry have been used before, there is considerable room for improvement as explained
in the introduction of the present study. Perhaps the most basic advantage of PTV is its
inherent three dimensional character, a feature that is well needed in realistic hemodynamics.
The second aim was the establishment of a hybrid unstructured grid generation technique
suited to irregular geometries. The efficacy of anatomically accurate CFD investigations
depends on two broad categories. The first deals with the imposed boundary conditions
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whereas the second refers to the discretization of the equations of fluid flow and the
independency of the solution from the underlying computational mesh. The grid
independency of the presented computational results was accomplished in a consistent and
systematic manner. The proposed meshing approach has taken into account the expected
features of the investigated flow field, the local spatial scales of the surrounding geometry and
managed to retain the required resolution. It must be stressed here that the proposed gridding
technique is static in character in the sense that the grid does not deform according to the
solution during the CFD calculations. Adaptive grid generation techniques, such the one that
was proposed by Sahni [45], are possibly more powerful than the presented approach but at
the same time increase the required computational times.
The presented results have confirmed the agreement between the numerical and
experimental results by successfully quantifying the large recirculation zones that characterize
aneurismal flow. The significance of such predictions stems from the fact that the localization,
morphology and size of vortical structures have been shown to greatly influence blood
clotting and the formation of intraluminal thrombus. The large velocity gradients that are
usually observed at the interfaces between jet and recirculation zones as well as within the
close proximity of the arterial walls are accompanied by strong shearing forces, which are
known to stretch and deform red blood cells and hence making them prone to hemolysis and
to damage when encountering the vessel’s wall further downstream. In addition, we presented
computational quantifications of the wall pressure and shear fields again revealing the
characteristic patterns that have been linked to atherosclerosis and the formation of plaque.
Besides CFD there are no available techniques that can provide data on the distribution of
shear stress at a comparable level of resolution.
Certainly, the proposed methodologies possess advantages and some disadvantages
that we need to overcome in order to progress to the investigation of physiologically or rather
pathologically accurate pulsatile AAA flows. The main limitation of the presently available
setup rests on the imposition of realistic pulsatile boundary conditions. Obviously, this does
not concern the actual optical section of the experimental rig. It is connected with the active
control of the flow circuit in order to achieve the required mass flux distribution through the
various outlets. This can only be achieved by effectively mimicking the downstream
impedance characteristics of the included arterial branches. We could also improve the
construction of the inflow conditioner to induce the secondary motion that is present in the
descending aorta. Additionally, we need to increase the particle seeding and thus the spatial
resolution of the measurements in all the regions of interest. For example the imposition of
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physiologically accurate resting boundary conditions will require the exodus of the greatest
part of the aortic inflow through the visceral branches. We need to ensure that a sufficient
number of particles reach the AAA region and the iliac bifurcation. However, an increased
number of seeding particles requires an improved signal to noise ratio for particle detection,
e.g. using fluorescent particles and spectral separation of the excitation wavelength scattering
from the phantom wall. Investigations on the transition to turbulence are also of great interest
specifically under pulsatile exercise conditions. PTV is well suited for such investigations as
reviewed in the introduction.
CFD investigations are easier to perform under virtually any type of boundary
conditions provided that rigorous grid generation methods are used and sufficient grid
independency is established. The knowledge of the pertinent parameters is usually the
limiting factor and not some numerical analysis or other technical restriction. In vivo MR
velocimetry and/or quantifications of the arterial impedances by ultrasound are the most
reliable sources for physiologically accurate boundary conditions. Several approximations or
simplifications based on entirely mathematical models are possible [44].
A possible limitation of both presented approaches is the adoption of Newtonian
working fluids. Blood displays a well documented shear thinning behavior that becomes
increasingly important in the smaller scales of the circulatory system. Nevertheless, the
extensive near stasis and thus low strain regions that exist in AAAs might induce significant
deviations from the hypothesized Newtonian behavior.
The increase in the currently available computational resources has also cleared the
way towards anatomically realistic fluid solid interaction simulations [34]. Finally from a
clinical point of the view, the investigation of the hemodynamics within stented AAAs is of
utmost importance. Li and Kleinstreuer [46], have moved towards computational fluid solid
interaction studies in patient specific stented AAA geometries. Likewise, LDA velocity
quantifications have been presented in an idealized stented AAA model by Chong [47].
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6. EPILOGUE

6.1 OUTLOOK OF COMPUTATIONAL HEMODYNAMICS
The nearly epidemic expansion of cardiovascular diseases in westernized societies
along with the continuous increase of life expectancy rates pose a serious threat to public
health and generate the need for novel and more efficient methods of treatment and diagnosis.
A considerable amount of scientific effort and financial resources are invested in improving
the currently available expertise on the diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases and the
corresponding interventional or other revascularization strategies.
As trends dictate, several disciplines ranging from biology and medicine to
mechanical engineering and computer science have joined forces in order to assess the
influence of both bio-chemical and mechanical parameters upon complex biomechanical
systems, such as the aorta and the coronaries. Related research evolves in parallel within the
fields of medical imaging, including segmentation, and computational hemodynamics. In this
way, the local hemodynamic parameters of those two critical systems may be realistically
estimated on a patient specific basis in a 100% non-invasive and repeatable manner. This
amount of information is currently not accessible in such detail by any other means. The
underlying principle of developing computational techniques that allow for the simulation of
the vascular hemodynamics of patients, lies on the capacity of such tools for predictive
diagnostics and simulation based surgical planning. Although the connection of fluid
dynamics as well as of fluid-solid mechanical interactions between blood and vessel tissue to
several vascular wall diseases has been investigated for quite some time, much work remains
to be done.
A closer cooperation between radiology and bioengineering is envisioned for the
future. It may be time for hospital institutions to incorporate specialized surgical and/or
interventional planning units to facilitate a systematic collaboration on patient specific
computational hemodynamics. It is probably too soon to rely on the results of such
investigations to influence everyday clinical practice. On the other hand, a direct introduction
into the clinical environment shall allow the collection of experience and data in statistically
meaningful quantities, which is the only means of initiating and validating change in medicine.
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6.2 RESULTS OVERVIEW
The presented research results focused on major issues that are encountered in patient
specific computational hemodynamics studies in the coronary arteries and in cases of
abdominal aortic aneurysms. Extensive use of modern medical imaging technologies was
made throughout this work in order to ensure the anatomical accuracy of these investigations.
Nevertheless, the utilization of anatomically accurate computational domains comes at a cost,
including the need for appropriate physiological or pathological boundary conditions, the
incorporation of moving and deforming computational domains, the need for advanced grid
generation strategies and finally the need for experimental cross-validation of the generated
computational results. The issue of sufficient accuracy and its requirements on computational
resources was dealt with in this thesis, to enable us to routinely utilize such computational
tools for predictive diagnostics and simulation based pre-operative planning.
The implementation of velocity boundary conditions is a main prerequisite in all
computational hemodynamics investigations. A method for mapping analytical or
experimentally determined velocity profiles on realistic boundary cross-sections was
presented in Chapter 2, based on the properties of the Schwarz Christoffel transformation.
The need for the development of such interpolation methods arises from the fact that the
computational and experimental domains are seldom aligned. Furthermore, one may wish to
utilize the same set of experimental boundary condition measurements to study different
patient specific anatomies. Finally, in the absence of detailed velocity information the
remaining alternative is the adaptation of analytical and usually axis-symmetric velocity
profiles based solely on integrated volumetric flux information. The proposed technique
permitted the transfer of velocity information between domains of identical topology but of
different shape. We were able to circumvent interpolation problems arising from the shape
variance of the source and target boundary domains by utilizing the conformal transformation
to map one domain onto the other in its entirety.
The feasibility of simulating pulsatile blood flow within large sections of the coronary
vasculature was shown in Chapter 3. By utilizing CT to acquire the anatomy of the first few
branches of the left anterior descending coronary artery, we managed to reproduce the
irregular distributions of wall shear stress, velocity and pressure that are typical of such
irregular continuously branching geometries. Conditions of disturbed and highly vortical flow
correlated well with sites of increased wall shear stress temporal and spatial variations. These
conditions are widely believed to favor the development of atherosclerosis, which precedes
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coronary artery disease. From a clinical perspective, the quantification of the blood flux
distribution within the various sections of the coronary vasculature is of paramount
importance. Computational fluid dynamics investigations of this type are probably the only
non-invasive means for assessing the perfusion in blood of the heart muscle in such detail.
One of the distinguishing features of the coronary arteries is that they undergo
movement and deformation during the cardiac cycle due to their attachment to the moving
myocardium. Chapter 4 underlined the importance of both coronary motion and capacitance
on wall shear stress distributions. It was shown that the inclusion of moving and deforming
boundary walls did little to change the overall bounds of both the wall shear stress distribution
and its temporal gradient. Under physiological pulsatile inflow conditions, the inclusion of
capacitance causes a phase change to the wall shear stress time history without affecting the
localization of its minima. In the utilized branchless model of a right coronary artery, these
effects intensified in the distal portion partially amplified by the absence of outflow into the
myocardium. Finally, this was the first known application of multi-slice CT imaging in the
acquisition of coronary compliance data at several time instances within the cardiac cycle.
Modern cardiac CT technology may prove sufficient for the determination of anatomy,
motion and compliance information.
The question of validation was emphatically addressed by a combined computational
and experimental steady flow investigation within an anatomically accurate model of an
abdominal aortic aneurysm in Chapter 5. Modern CT and rapid prototyping technologies were
successfully combined to construct a silicone replica of patient specific anatomy suitable for
experimental flow investigations. Velocity vector measurements were acquired by particle
tracking velocimetry, an inherently three dimensional technique, under averaged
physiological resting boundary conditions. A hybrid unstructured grid generation strategy,
specifically suited to such irregular geometries, was developed in parallel and allowed the
generation of highly accurate and grid independent computational fluid dynamics simulations
in the same geometrical model and under identical boundary conditions. The presented results
confirmed the agreement between the numerical and experimental simulations by successfully
quantifying the large recirculation zones that characterize aneurismal flow, indicating the
suitability of both approaches.
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6.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The development of numerically accurate simulations in geometrical models of real
patient anatomy, based on the principles of fluid and/or structural mechanics for the
interaction of blood flow with the vascular wall, has been realized in recent years. The
challenge that lies ahead is to render such computational models with sufficient physiological
or pathological accuracy and exploit their potential within active clinical investigations in new
diagnosis and surgical planning methodologies. It will also become increasingly important to
couple such mechanical models with as much biology and bio-chemistry as possible, since
atherosclerosis and vascular diseases in general are not purely mechanical systems.
Apparently, this involves the inclusion of several time and spatial scales and crosses several
disciplines. Most of the currently available simulations have a time span that rarely exceeds a
couple of cardiac cycles. On the other hand, vascular diseases develop in the course of
decades. Smaller modeling improvements can be sought after several directions, including
detailed analyses of the composition and structure of the vascular walls, the accurate
description of the non-Newtonian and particulate nature of blood as well as the consideration
of the responses of the endothelium to realistic shear stress and its effects on the permeability
and adhesiveness of the vascular wall. A list of specialized research topics concerning the
application of fluid solid interactions in anatomically accurate vascular geometries is singled
out below.
The issue of determining suitable boundary conditions remains open, especially since
fully coupled fluid solid interaction simulations are being undertaken. A new dimension is
now added to the problem and refers to the deformable arterial walls. For example, we should
be able to quantify the external loading imposed by the surrounding tissue on a patient
specific basis. The determination of anatomical fixation points along with the introduction of
reflecting or non-reflecting wave boundary conditions will become increasingly important due
to the unavoidable truncation of the computational domain. An analogue of the impedance
outflow boundary conditions utilized for the flow component may be required for the wall as
well. Another critical issue that largely remains unaddressed by the contemporary literature is
the effective introduction of the residual or initial stresses that are present in all body organs.
Additionally, a lot of research effort is invested on the specification of suitable non-linear
constitutive material equations for the arterial wall. The adaptation of such models to include
the effects of disease, aging and vascular remodeling remains an open question.
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Experimental validation should retain its importance. The additional complexity of the
deforming vascular wall is a significant obstacle that can only be overcome by the utilization
of experimental models that, aside anatomy, mimic its structural properties as well. This is an
extremely difficult task when combined with certain restrictions involving the transparency
properties of the manufactured models. Interestingly, although particle tracking velocimetry is
classified as an optical method, it can be used in cases of opaque setups by utilizing X-rays
and X-ray scattering tracer particles.
Modern medical imaging and especially CT and MRI already play an integral role by
providing images of sufficient spatial and temporal resolution, that permit the reconstruction
of anatomically accurate computational domains. Further improvements are necessary with
the advancement of elastography for the in vivo determination of the properties of the various
materials that coexist for example in an abdominal aortic aneurysm. Finally, the non-invasive
character and the relative safety of MR investigations promote it to an important partner of all
computational studies, both for boundary condition determination as well as for validation
purposes. The recent development of pressure encoding protocols is also extremely important,
since it may allow for the first time completely non-invasive blood pressure measurements.
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